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1

Introduction

This report considers the key questions of Work Packages 3 and 4 and applies
them to an English context, specifically:
• What is the philosophy behind the different existing policies with regard to
large-scale housing estates in different cities? What are the main aims?
What are the main activities included in policies and what is the balance
between these activities?
• How are these policies organised? Who participates in the policy and who
has decided about this participation? Can the policy be seen as a top-down
or as a bottom-up process? What are the advantages and the
disadvantages of these approaches? Has the policy, the way that it is
organised and the way that it is perceived by residents and others changed
over the time period that it has been in place?
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2

The estates

2.1

Bow HAT, Tower Hamlets, London

Bow (HAT), Tower Hamlets, Inner East London is one of six HATs established
by the Housing Act 1988. Tower Hamlets, according to the Index of Local
Deprivation (2000) ‘Rank of Average of Ward Scores’ is the most deprived local
authority district in England. The HAT is a Non-Departmental Public Body (i.e.
qango) to which three estates, formerly belonging to the London Borough of
Tower Hamlets, were transferred in 1993 (following a ballot of tenants).
The HAT's housing stock was, at the time of designation, comprised
mainly of high rise units constructed in the 1960s and 1970s. By the end of the
programme (2004/2005), approximately 1,000 new homes will have been built
and a furthest 150 improved. The HAT is remodelling the three old estates on a
low-rise ‘neighbourhood’ basis and also undertakes community development
work through its subsidiary (and one of its successor bodies) ‘Bow People's
Trust’.
The HATs are distinctive in benefiting from a capital budget far greater
than that of other estate based regeneration schemes in England. Tower
Hamlets HAT's lifetime government grant in aid will be approximately £123
million. This has been supplemented by a partnership with the Circle 33
Housing Association and the creation of a new landlord ‘Old Ford Housing’. At
the end of the HAT programme, tenants will be balloted (again) on their future
choice of landlord.
2.2

Poplar HARCA, Tower Hamlets, London

Poplar is a neighbourhood of Tower Hamlets, Inner East London, about a
square mile with (prior to the transfer of local authority estates to the HARCA)
11,000 local authority homes. Despite Tower Hamlets’ classification as the
most deprived local authority district in England, Poplar is immediately
adjacent to Canary Wharf, the London Docklands development area and the
Millennium Dome. The financial centre of the City of London is less than two
kilometres away.
Poplar HARCA (Housing and Regeneration Community Association) is a
Registered Social Landlord (RSL) to which seven estates, formerly belonging to
the London Borough of Tower Hamlets, were transferred between 1997 and
2001 (following a series of tenant ballots). The housing stock comprises mostly
flatted accommodation of between three- and eight-storeys. It is proposed that
some 10 per cent of the stock will be demolished and the remainder
refurbished using £53 million of Estate Renewal Challenge Fund resources plus
£91 million of private finance. The estates have a high proportion of ethnic
minority tenants, especially of a Bangladeshi origin.
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2.3

The Central estates, Birmingham

The Central Esates are a group of five estates built near to the centre of the
City with a very high proportion of high-rise properties mostly built in green
'park' environments which are now seen as unsafe and are unused. The area
includes the two highest residential blocks built in Britain (32-storeys). This
group of estates was transferred to Optima Community Association under the
Estates Renewal Challenge Fund in 1999 and is undergoing major regeneration
at the present time.
The estates were selected for this regeneration programme because
they were regarded as among the most problematic in the City and because of
resident demands for investment in the estate. The area consists of some
3,000 properties in the social rented sector. It has very high levels of
deprivation and a mixed community with about 30 per cent of the population
from minority ethnic groups.
The present policies are aimed to change the mix of property types and
sizes and to introduce a greater mix of tenures. Substantial demolition and rebuilding to higher density is involved and there is an active programme of
socio-economic regeneration designed to complement the investment in
properties. Because of the proximity to the City Centre some of the new
development in the area will be of private housing and it is hoped to attract
higher income households to this accommodation as well as providing
opportunities for lower cost home ownership.
2.4

Hodge Hill estate, Eastern Corridor, Birmingham

Hodge Hill falls within the East Birmingham Corridor study area defined by
Birmingham City Council. Much of the activity in this part of the City is the
legacy of an unsuccessful citywide Large Scale Voluntary Transfer (LSVT)
proposal formulated by Birmingham City Council and rejected by tenants in a
ballot that would have resulted in the transfer of the entire municipal housing
stock to ten housing associations. The Hodge Hill estate is the location of a
pathfinder Community Based Housing Organisation (CBHO), a network of
which Birmingham City Council is seeking to develop in response to the failure
of LSVT. The CBHO represents an experiment in localised housing management
and community participation.
Hodge Hill ward lies seven miles to the east of Birmingham City Centre
and is one of three wards, which make up the Hodge Hill Parliamentary
Constituency, (the others being Washwood Heath and Shard End). It forms a
segment of the city running from the inner city to the city boundary in the East
adjoining Solihull, known as the ‘Eastern Corridor’. The ward is bounded by the
M6 to the north, the A4040 Outer circle route to the west, and the A4114
bisects the ward. The ward covers an area of 5.4 square kilometres with a
population density higher than that for Birmingham as a whole. The 2001
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census reveals a population locally of 24,825 people. The minority ethnic
population make up nearly 14 per cent of the population compared with a
citywide average of nearly 30 per cent. Unemployment is above the average
for the city. According to the Index of Multiple Deprivation, Hodge Hill is ranked
1,173 (out of 8,414 wards nationally).
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3

Relevant policies

This chapter provides a broad outline of the changes in estate regeneration
policy nationally. These may be summarised as follows:
• a shift in interpretation of the problems of disadvantaged estates from one
that emphasised poor housing management to one that emphasises
structural economic and social change;
• a shift in the priorities of estate regeneration policy from physical renewal
to one that emphasises the multi-faceted nature of the problem and adopts
a ‘holistic’ approach accordingly;
• an incorporation of housing focused, estate based regeneration initiatives
generic neighbourhood renewal programmes;
• an increasing emphasis on partnership working that affords an important
role to the private sector and local communities, as well as local authorities.
It is important to provide an assessment of the national policy context as
estate regeneration activities in England are designed and funded by central
government and implemented locally.
Subsequent chapters consider the key themes: housing and the built
environment, employment and economy, safety, education and skills, health
plus inequality and cohesion in the context of the four case study estates.
3.1

Background

In the period after World War Two, there was significant investment in building
high quality social housing, principally through local authorities. Council
housing had its origins in the 19th century, but the expansion of this sector
only occurred after 1919 with a new subsidy regime, which facilitated the
building of high quality housing. By the end of World War Two, some 10 per
cent of the UK housing stock was council housing, but the post war
reconstruction period gave priority to council housing building. By the 1970s,
social housing had expanded to about 30 per cent of the housing stock, it was
mostly modern and built to very high standards. It was predominantly houses
with gardens, and was superior to the private rented sector and the older
owner occupied housing. Never the less, by the 1970s, the differences within
the council housing sector were beginning to become more marked. The
earliest council housing was now 50 years old. The more recent period of
council housing had included a considerable amount of non-traditional housing,
including high-rise flats and maisonettes. Although these were originally
regarded favourably by tenants, they very quickly began to be associated with
a range of problems.
By the 1970s there was, thus, increasing reference to problems within
the social housing sector. Rather than being seen as a uniformly high quality,
high aspiration tenure, it was developing a much more mixed reputation. As
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economic and demographic change also began to affect this, some council
estates became less well connected to places of employment, and developed
different social, economic and demographic profiles. This changing context
continued to have an impact through the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s. The
residualisation of the council housing sector is associated with the decline of
the private rented sector, the increased role of council housing in housing the
poorest sections of the community, and the expansion of owner occupation,
and its increased role in housing the more affluent sections of the community.
The social base for council housing began to narrow and this, in turn, affected
its reputation. The process of residualisation was underway before the 1970s,
but was speeded up through the 1970s and was directly affected by the
policies pursued towards council housing over that period.
The problems of Britain’s large-scale housing estates - especially those
that were difficult to live in and to manage - have been on the political agenda
since the late 1970s.
The key estate based regeneration programmes during the past two
decades have been:
• Priority Estates Project (PEP);
• Estate Action (EA);
• Design Improved Controlled Experiment (DICE);
• Housing Action Trusts (HATs);
• City Challenge;
• Single Regeneration Budget (SRB);
• Large Scale Voluntary Transfer (LSVT) and Estate Renewal Challenge Fund
(ERCF);
• National Strategy for Neighbourhood Renewal - including New Deal for
Communities (NDC);
• Sustainable Communities Plan - including Housing Market Renewal Areas.
These initiatives have generated investment in excess of £7 billion of public
money in disadvantaged estates and neighbourhoods. However, in 1997, the
government estimated that there may be more than 1,300 acutely
disadvantaged estates nationally, only a quarter of which had received
targeted investment (DoE, 1997).
Alongside the estate based regeneration and other initiatives directed at
council housing from the 1970s, it is important to recognise that the council
housing sector was undergoing significant changes affected by other policies.
Throughout the 1970s and beyond, government gave priority to encouraging
owner occupation. The government elected in 1979 embarked upon an active
privatisation policy, and is widely seen as being anti-municipal. The flagship for
its privatisation policy was the Right-to-Buy which gave tenants of council
houses the ‘Right-to-Buy’ the property they lived in, and provided very
substantial discounts to facilitate this sale. The Right-to-Buy particularly
resulted in the sales of the better quality properties on the more attractive
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estates to the more affluent tenants, and so began to reshape the council
housing sector. It changed its social composition, its spatial location and its
dwelling size and type mix. The Right-to-Buy, over 20 or more years, resulted
in the sale of about one in three of all council dwellings.
In addition to this, the government embarked on a policy of stock
transfer, to transfer council housing to new social landlords, who were subject
to a different financial regime, and were outside municipal control. This again
began to change the organisational and accountability aspects of the social
rented sector. These changes coincided with a general policy to increase rents,
and to shift from object (dwelling) to subject (resident) subsidies. They were
also associated with a period in which capital expenditure on council housing
was particularly low. The capital programmes were insufficient to maintain an
active programme of new building, and so the council housing stock was
increasingly associated with older dwellings. When a new house building for
rent programme emerged in the late 1980s it was focused on housing
associations, rather than on local authorities. Given the age structure of the
council housing stock, and the lack of capital investment, the analysis of
council housing increasingly emphasised a backlog of disrepair.
Throughout the period since the 1970s, the discussion of regeneration
activities for council housing have then taken place against a background of:
• declining relative quality and reputation;
• a narrowing social base or residualisation;
• a continuing reshaping of the sector through the Right-to-Buy and stock
transfers;
• rising rents and inadequate investment in the existing stock;
• continuing differences between the best parts of the sector and the worst.
Some of these problems led local authorities to dispose of estates through
small-scale voluntary transfers and there was a slight increase in the rate of
demolition with in the council housing sector. Council housing was increasingly
associated with problems of deprivation and with poor management and
maintenance, and the emphasis on regeneration programmes is partly
explained by the need to remedy these problems.
In all of this, one of the aspects that should be emphasised is that the
underlying change in the nature and role of council housing was not given
particular attention by these initiatives, and the local and management factors
were emphasised, rather than the factors that were affecting the tenure as a
whole. The emphasis was on selective intervention in the worst estates, rather
than the need to adopt an approach to the tenure as a whole.
Figure 3.1 summarises the main trends of estate regeneration policy in
England over the last 25 years, highlighting the policies referred to in this
chapter.
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Figure 3.1 - Regeneration policy in England, 1979-2003

3.2

The Thatcher government 1979 to 1990

Priority Estates Project
The Priority Estates Project (PEP), which advocated intensive, decentralised
housing management, was launched in 1981. It grew out of research carried
out by the then Department of the Environment into difficult to let housing.
This investigation was a response to awareness of increasing difficulties arising
in particular estates that developed a poor reputation for a variety of reasons.
The research looked at a number of estates in different parts of the country
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and emphasised that the factors contributing to difficulty in letting properties,
were not always the same. Some of the estates concerned were high-rise nontraditional estates, but some were estates of houses with gardens. Some of the
problems did derive from fundamental aspects of design and layout, including
Radburn layouts, but others related to anti-social behaviour, problems with
management, and a variety of other different factors. Nevertheless this
research did bring the problems associated with some estates to the forefront,
and local authorities were subsequently invited to indicate the scale of difficult
to let problems in their areas. The Priority Estates Project was developed as
the first of a series of initiatives designed to develop good practice in relation
to estate regeneration. It very quickly became associated with an approach to
local management which was promoted by the organisation PEP, which grew
out of the project, and by the Urban Housing Regeneration Unit, and Estate
Action which were the government programmes that followed.
Estate Action
In 1985, the Housing Minister, Sir George Young, established the Urban
Housing Renewal Unit (UHRU) to tackle the ‘crisis of confidence’ in many local
authority estates (Mawson et al., 1995). Following the UHRU initiative, the
Estate Action (EA) programme was launched in the same year. EA was funded
by ‘top slicing’ a proportion of the existing Housing Investment Programme
(HIP) and inviting submissions from local authorities for supplementary capital
borrowing approvals. Initially, eligibly was restricted to 69 local authorities (36
Metropolitan Districts plus all London Boroughs). However, in 1987/1988, EA
was extended to all housing authorities (DoE, 1996). The initial annual
investment in EA (1986/1987) was £45 million. This had risen to £180 million
by 1989/1990 (Mawson et al., 1995).
Eligible estates were those that experienced the following housing
management problems (ibid.):
• high number of void units;
• high levels of rent arrears;
• high turnover;
• high numbers of requests for transfers;
• longer than average re-letting periods;
• high proportions of dwellings classified as ‘difficult to let’;
• high levels of crime, litter, graffiti, vandalism, and other types of anti-social
behaviour.
The objectives of EA were:
• to develop estate based management, giving tenants greater control;
• to diversify tenure;
• to attract private investment;
• to develop new ways of managing estates such as cooperatives and trusts;
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•

to bring empty properties back into use, especially for homeless people.

EA was consistent with the property-led approach to regeneration that
prevailed in the 1980s. The types of work permissible included (DoE, 1996):
• provision of defensible space;
• external improvements to dwellings;
• security measures (e.g. concierge schemes);
• environmental improvements including estate layout;
• improved heating and insulation.
In general terms, this dimension of EA may be considered a success as the
majority of schemes achieved improvements in the physical quality of estates,
improved lettabilty, brought void properties back into use. However, these
achievements were not always consistent with the aspirations of tenants or
sustainable (ibid.).
The government argued that physical works were rarely sufficient on
their own to secure sustainable regeneration and exhorted local authorities to
complement ‘bricks and mortar’ investment with improved local management,
tenant participation initiatives, social and economic projects (including crime
prevention and employment measures). However, EA was less successful in
achieving these objectives (DoE, 1996; Pinto, 1991, 1993).
EA was also characterised by an ethos that investment would be needs
led rather than housing market led, that is, money was invested in the ‘worst’
stock rather than that which had an identifiable supply of future tenants.
Consequently, significant investment was focused on ‘low demand’ stock that
has, subsequently, been demolished (SEU, 1998).
In 1994/1995, EA was incorporated into the Single Regeneration Budget
(see below). By this time, some £1.975 billion had been invested improving
540,000 social housing units in 170 local authority districts (DoE, 1996) and EA
accounted for 23 per cent of all credit approvals made available to local
authorities for capital investment in housing (Mawson et al., 1995).
Design Improved Controlled Experiment (DICE)
The Design Improved Controlled Experiment (DICE) programme is associated
with the environmentally deterministic work of Professor Alice Coleman
(Coleman, 1985). The programme, launched in 1989, provided £43 million top
sliced from Estate Action for ‘radical’ design improvement schemes on seven
estates (Price Waterhouse, 1997). DICE is, therefore, a relatively minor
scheme in the context of the history of estate regeneration in England.
The DICE scheme was a physical regeneration programme with no
emphasis on improved housing management. However, standard housing
management indicators (maintenance costs, fewer tenant complaints, lower
turnover, reductions in rent arrears) were central to evaluating the success of
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DICE, in addition to other indicators such as crime reduction, improvements in
children’s behaviour and the physical and mental health of residents (ibid.).
The programme sought to restructure estates by:
• dividing large blocks into smaller self-contained units;
• separating entrances;
• removing semi-public space;
• controlling and channelling traffic and pedestrians;
• eliminating non-residential facilities.
A government commissioned study (Price Waterhouse, 1997) evaluated five of
the seven DICE estates. This concluded that, while results were uneven, no
DICE scheme had achieved all of its objectives and that effects on housing
management costs, particularly when compared to EA, were not significant.
Housing Action Trusts (HATs)
The Housing Action Trust (HAT) model was introduced, initially, in the Housing
Act 1988. This also included a number of measures including Tenant Choice
and the extension of Compulsory Competitive Tendering to housing
management. As such, the initial HAT proposals must be interpreted in the
context of the Thatcher government’s aspiration to break local authority
monopoly on social rented housing (Evans and Long, 2000; Tiesdell, 2001).
However, the formative years of the HAT initiative straddle the end of the
Thatcher era and the beginning of the Major administration. The programme,
thus, evolved into a more nuanced, inclusive, holistic regeneration scheme,
characteristic of the thinking of the latter (Evans and Long, 2000; Tiesdell,
2001).
HATs are Non-Departmental Public Bodies (QUANGOs) designed to
regenerate disadvantaged housing estates that were deemed to be beyond the
modest resources and competencies of local authorities. The housing stock on
these estates would be transferred to the HAT which would become the new
landlord and responsible for its regeneration and subsequent management.
The closest comparator agencies to HATs are the Urban Development
Corporations (see Imrie and Thomas, 1999).
The HAT programme was, initially, to be imposed on estates. However,
the legislation was amended to enable tenant ballots to decide on whether a
HAT proposal should proceed and provisions were made for a ballot to decide
on new landlord, including a return to the local authority at the time if HAT exit
(Tiesdell, 2001). Early (1988) proposals to establish HATs in Lambeth, Tower
Hamlets, Southwark, Sandwell, Sunderland and Leeds were defeated in
tenants’ ballots, largely because target estates were selected by central
government, rather than locally, plus suspicion that HATs represented a vehicle
for the ‘privatisation’ of council stock (ibid.).
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The housing stock was duly transferred to the HAT following a positive
outcome in a ballot of tenants in six (local authority nominated) areas: Hull
(1992), Waltham Forest, London (1992), Birmingham (1993), Liverpool
(1993), Tower Hamlets, London (1993) and Stonehouse, Brent, London
(1993). These are all located in inner city areas except Hull, which has
peripheral location. Hull is unique in terms of the nature of its stock predominantly inter-war ‘cottage’ style housing. The other HATs had a far more
diverse housing stock (Evans and Long, 2000). The size of the HATs’ stock
varied from about 1,600 dwellings in Stonebridge and Tower Hamlets to 5,500
units in Liverpool. The HATs received differing amounts on grant in aid, ranging
from £115 million in Hull to £260 million in Liverpool (Tiesdell, 2001). The
HAT’s are, thus, characterised by a far larger capital budget than is typical for
regeneration schemes in England. Nonetheless, all HATs found their
government subsidies inadequate for the regeneration task and have entered
into partnership arrangements with housing associations to secure additional
private finance.
The objectives of the HATs are as follows:
• repair and improve tenants’ accommodation;
• manage and use stock effectively;
• encourage a wider range of ownership and greater choices of landlord;
• improve housing plus the social and economic conditions of an area;
• empower tenants and build strong sustainable communities.
HATs are, ostensibly, agencies designed to develop estates in a ‘holistic’
fashion, this differentiates them from EA, for example. However, the bulk of
their efforts have been channelled into physical housing regeneration, involving
very substantial demolition and rebuilding programmes, except Hull where the
emphasis was on housing refurbishment (Evans and Long, 2000; Tiesdell,
2001). All HATs were characterised by the above average standards of their
new-build housing and intensive tenant consultation processes (Evans and
Long, 2000). Tenant satisfaction with this dimension of their work has,
therefore, been high (ibid.).
In addition to their role as housing regeneration agencies, HATs were
given powers to facilitate the provision of shops, amenities and provide grants
and subsidies to local business (Evans and Long, 2000). They have also sought
to boost local employment through construction related investment and
training plus support for arm’s length regeneration projects - some include
Community Development Trusts with endowments to permit them to continue
following the HAT’s exit - and initiatives to reduce crime (ibid.).
HAT tenants have been given a significant role in the management of
the programmes (Evans and Long, 2000). In addition, HATs have provided
generous funding for tenant organisations, supporting accommodation,
publications, consultant support and training (ibid.). A dysfunction of the HAT
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programme, especially the right of return to local authority management, has
been the focusing of HAT efforts on providing benefits for existing tenants
(Tiesdell, 2001).
HATs have proved a very expensive vehicle for regeneration (Evans and
Long, 2000). Investment per dwelling on the HAT estates has amounted to
£65,000 compared to £11,000 for housing improved through the Estate
Renewal Challenge Fund - see below - (Tiesdell, 2001).
Tower Hamlets Housing Action Trust (HAT) is known locally and referred
to in this report as Bow HAT. Bow HAT is a Non-Departmental Public Body
(NDPB or QUANGO) to which three estates formerly belonging to the London
Borough of Tower Hamlets (LBTH) were transferred, following a ballot of
tenants, in 1993.
The government had previously, and unsuccessfully, sought the
designation of a HAT elsewhere in Tower Hamlets (notably, the Ocean Estate in
Stepney, now the site of a New Deal for Communities programme). However,
the proposal was rejected in a ballot of tenants, many of whom thought their
housing was being designated for ‘privatisation’. As noted above, the HAT
legislation was revised and further ballots, including Bow, held.
In 1991, the Bow Neighbourhood, part of the (then) highly decentralised
structure of LBTH expressed an interest to the Department of the Environment
(DoE) in the designation of a HAT locally. Three estates (Monteith, Lefevre
Walk and Tredegar) were included in the plans. A feasibility study (1992) by
Chapman Hendy and the London School of Economics concluded that the
estates met the criteria for HAT designation, especially in terms of local
housing conditions, and costed a comprehensive re-development programme
at £92 million.
Following a positive outcome in the ballot of tenants in spring 1993, the
three estates were transferred to HAT management in March 1994. The HAT
will cease to exist at the end of March 2004.
The objectives of Tower Hamlets HAT are to bring about lasting
regeneration of the HAT area, empower residents to make informed decision
about their housing choices and give them a stake in the community, by:
• building new homes or improving existing homes for all residents, to the
highest standards of quality, amenity, internal and external space standards
that available resources will allow;
• ensuring the effective, sensitive and responsive management and
maintenance of its homes;
• providing a wider choice of tenure and forms of homes ownership to its
residents;
• improving the social, living and environmental conditions in its area, in part
through improved job opportunities and youth and community facilities;
• providing the best possible value for money and most effective use of
resources in all its work.
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In autumn 1995, the HAT estimated the lifetime cost of its development
programme to be £175 million. However, in December 1996, the government
announced that the HAT’s lifetime grant in aid would be fixed at £123 million.
As an NDPB, the HAT could not borrow additional resources itself to make good
the shortfall and protect its development programme. Following a tendering
process, the HAT entered into a partnership with Circle 33 Housing Association,
which was not constrained by public sector borrowing limitations, and jointly
created Old Ford Housing to complete the remained of the physical
regeneration of the Bow estates. The key elements of this partnership are as
follows:
• Circle 33 to establish a new housing association, Old Ford Housing, to
commence work in April 1998;
• Circle 33 to guarantee the liabilities of Old Ford, a wholly owned but
autonomous subsidiary;
• the HAT to contract out the management of its stock until such time as the
development programme is completed;
• the HAT to contract out to Old Ford the future development of the estates
and grant aid the costs;
• Circle 33 to lend the remainder of the cost of development to Old Ford;
• tenants of new homes to become tenants of Old Ford but with contractually
preserved Right-to-Return and Right-to-Buy;
• Old Ford to become owner of the new stock subject to tenants’ Right-toReturn and Right-to-Buy.
In addition, the HAT established a community development trust, Bow People’s
Trust (BPT), to undertake community and economic regeneration from April
1998. The HAT committed to provide £4.4 million in grant in aid to BPT over a
seven-year period although a taper would be implemented from 1998/1999 to
require BPT to seek supplementary resources (e.g. National Lottery, European
Social Fund). In March 2003, the HAT’s direct funding of BPT ceased. It is
hoped that BPT will become self-financing. The HAT will leave an endowment to
BPT drawing on the receipts of the sale of surplus land.
Old Ford and BPT are the HAT’s two principal succession vehicles. As a
result of their establishment, the HAT has become a far smaller organisation
than originally envisaged. Indeed, the HAT’s role changed from one of direct
service provider to service purchaser and monitor of contracts with its
successor organisations.
The HAT, notionally, presides, over a comprehensive regeneration
programme for the Bow estates. However, in reality, the majority of the HAT’s
efforts have been devoted towards the housing renewal element of the
programme. This reflected in the proportion of the HAT’s budget (£142 million
between 1993 an 2003) devoted to housing development and management, 80
per cent.
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The HAT has, more recently become engaged in a wider spectrum of activity in
partnership with the local authority and other bodies, in the context of central
government driven reform of local governance and the National Strategy for
Neighbourhood Renewal.
3.3

The Major government 1990 to 1997

City challenge / single regeneration budget
During the 1990s, estate regeneration schemes were incorporated into areabased initiatives with broader social and economic remit.
The approach of the Major government to regeneration was a response
to cumulative criticism of the policies pursued by its predecessor in the 1980s
(Hall and Mawson, 1999). Broadly speaking, the problems were threefold:
• local regeneration policy in the 1980s was highly fragmented, in terms of the
proliferation of initiatives pursued and functionally-specific organisations
involved. In addition to EA, the Thatcher government introduced a plethora
of programmes to create profitable investment opportunities for the private
sector in the inner city (e.g. Urban Development Corporations, Enterprise
Zones, Urban Development Grant, City Grant, etc.);
• policy was narrowly focused on wealth creation through (in particular)
property development. Investment in human resources and social
infrastructure was neglected;
• policy was exclusive: the powers and responsibilities of elected local
government were eroded; councils and local communities were marginalized
by Civil Service teams and government appointed, business led, executive
agencies.
It was, therefore, imperative for the government to make local regeneration
more coherent, comprehensive and inclusive. Its response comprised a number
of dimensions:
• regeneration resources were to be distributed through a competitive bidding
process. This would, according to the government, galvanise local
partnerships into bringing forward innovation regeneration proposals;
• the formation of local multi-sector partnerships was encouraged. This would
permit all local stake-holders to be engaged in the regeneration process and
resources and expertise from a variety of sources, including local residents
and business interests, to be exploited;
• the regeneration effort would be targeted on small areas to maximise the
tangible effects of intervention;
• a comprehensive approach to regeneration, that sought to reconcile social
and economic objectives, would be encouraged;
• funding would be time-limited to concentrate the minds of participants;
• the process would require a detailed, on-going monitoring of outputs and
achievements.
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This approach to regeneration has become known as ‘challenge funding’
(Oatley, 1998; Hall and Mawson, 1999).
The first programme to embody these principles in practice was City
Challenge. This entailed a competitive process in which local partnerships in 57
disadvantaged urban districts bid for a uniform five-year package of £37.5
million to encourage comprehensive, partnership-based local regeneration
strategies.
The incorporation of estate-based regeneration into multi-thematic areabased initiatives, the apparent failure of physical investment to achieve
sustainable regeneration, and the priority afforded to economic priorities in
government guidance, inevitably entailed a diminution in the importance of
‘bricks and mortar’ style housing renewal within City Challenge. Thus, for
example, in round one of City Challenge, whilst numerous proposed schemes
were estate-based, few of these were concerned with large scale physical
restructuring (Bonshek, 1991). Many bids set out proposals for housing
development, tenure choice and increasing the role of tenants in estate
management but the majority of these involved small scale new build,
selective transfer of local authority stock and rehabilitation of the retained
stock (ibid.). One of the few exceptions was the programme for Hulme in
Manchester, which proposed the demolition of 2,900 deck access dwellings and
their replacement with 2,500 units for rent, shared ownership and sale (ibid.).
In the interim national evaluation of City Challenge (Russell et al, 1996)
a sample of 14 City Challenge programmes was divided into three categories.
These were:
• ‘physical/economic development opportunities’ - these schemes involved
major flagship projects to attract private investment;
• ‘mixed’ - these programmes had a diverse set of social and economic
objectives;
• ‘housing led’ - these were major estate restructuring programmes.
There were only two programmes nationally within the third (‘housing led’)
category, including Hulme (ibid.).
There was no new money allocated through City Challenge after the
1992 election. However, the Major government extended the principles of
challenge funding through the Single Regeneration Budget (SRB).
The SRB was based on the same principles as City Challenge. However,
there were two significant differences:
• a more flexible budget and timetable structure - different levels of funding
would be available for periods of between one and seven years;
• eligibility to bid was universal - partnerships from all parts of England,
including rural areas and seaside towns, could bid for SRB resources.
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The SRB was created by merging 20 different regeneration programmes from
five government departments. The largest single budget incorporated into SRB
was EA, which provided £373 million or 26 per cent of total initial SRB
resources (Mawson et al., 1995).
Hall et al. (1998) divide SRB funded housing schemes into five
categories:
• comprehensive area regeneration that included substantial public
investment in physical housing renewal (such programmes were rare, as
outlined below);
• estate based programmes where SRB resources were used primarily to fund
social and economic (i.e. non-housing) projects;
• programmes in which SRB was used to supplement mainstream Housing
Investment Programme (HIP) expenditure;
• estate based programmes in which SRB provided resources to fund the
social and economic dimension of Estate Renewal Challenge Fund
programmes (see below);
• programmes that included modest self-standing housing schemes (e.g.
foyers, sheltered housing developments).
The SRB witnessed a further diminution of estate-based physical housing
renewal (Hall and Nevin, 1999; Hall, 2000). In addition to the priority afforded
to economic development and employment, SRB resources were, typically,
spread very thinly (due to the universal eligibility criteria). As a consequence,
very few programmes were sufficiently well resourced to afford significant
capital-intensive physical housing renewal. Hall et al. (1996, 1998) note three
main problems:
• The proportion of SRB spend devoted to housing refurbishment and
construction did not match pre SRB levels. EA had contributed some 26 per
cent of resources into the SRB but only an estimated 14 per cent of SRB
spend, in round one, was devoted to housing renewal. In London, round
one provided £94 million for housing renewal over seven years, a reduction
of 50 per cent on EA levels. Local authorities were doubly disadvantaged by
the incorporation of EA into SRB as EA had previously provided 23 per cent
of their overall housing related capital credit approvals.
• The number of housing units demolished, refurbished and built declined
significantly. Round one of SRB provided for the refurbishment or
construction of 72,000 units over the seven lives of the programmes. This
compared to an annual average of 65,000 for EA. It was estimated that, in
Birmingham, there was sufficient SRB resources to refurbish or build 75
units a year compared to 750 with EA. In some large cities (e.g. Bristol)
there was no prospect of using SRB funds to support housing renewal.
• Physical housing renewal activity was concentrated in a small number of
large programmes. The majority (more than two-thirds) of SRB schemes
did not include housing as a key priority.
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Large Scale Voluntary Transfer (LSVT) and Estate Renewal Challenge Fund
(ERCF)
The Conservative government was an active supporter of the transfer of local
authority housing stock to the housing association sector as this reduced the
monopoly of local authorities in social housing and, equally, importantly,
provided the prospect of securing additional private sector investment for
physical housing renewal. Housing associations are not constrained by the
same restrictive public sector borrowing regulations as local authorities. The
1985 and 1988 Housing Acts permitted local authorities to dispose of their
housing stock and to use the capital receipt to invest in new housing and other
priorities (NAO, 2003). Stock transfers were encouraged through a number of
initiatives: HATs (see above); Large Scale Voluntary Transfer (LSVT), which
has operated since 1988, and the Estate Renewal Challenge Fund (ERCF)
created in 1995.
Transfer is an important element of the Labour government’s objective
of ensuring that all social housing in England is of a suitable standard by 2010
(NAO, 2003). The Labour government have disbanded ERCF and transferred
the burden of responsibility of transfer finance to the mainstream Housing
Investment Programme (HIP), which will support the transfer of up to 200,000
dwellings per annum (Murie and Nevin, 2001).
By 2003, 143 local authorities had entered into 180 transfer agreements
resulting in the transfer of over 740,000 dwellings or 18 per cent of the total
local authority stock (NAO, 2003). These have reduced the importance of local
authority housing as a proportion of all social housing; from 90 per cent of the
total social housing stock in 1988 to 70 per cent in 2001 (ibid.). However, in
the first instance, very few of these transfer agreements took place in
disadvantaged areas. Prior to 1998, only two transfers of the 68 thus far
completed and accounting for only 2,900 units out of the 260,000 thus
transferred were located in disadvantaged urban areas (Nevin, 1999). The poor
quality of the stock in many areas meant that transfer would not generate a
sufficiently large capital receipt to clear the outstanding debt and fund future
investment. The majority (i.e. 90 per cent) of early transfers have been selffinancing, located in southern England, and pursued through LSVT (NAO,
2003). The ERCF provides a government dowry to cover the negative value of
the housing stock in disadvantaged areas.
The National Audit Office estimates that stock transfers have raised
£11.6 billion of private finance; £5.4 billion to purchase the stock and £6.2
billion to invest in its rehabilitation (NAO, 2003). These figures must be
interpreted in the context of an estimated repair backlog of £19 billion
nationally (ibid.).
Tenants are most empowered through the ballot process. After transfer,
their influence is much reduced (Tiesdell, 2001). However, the majority of
agreements have involved the transfer of the entire stock of a local authority
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to a new housing association designed explicitly for this purpose. Tenants have
not, therefore, been presented with greater choice as the rhetoric implies
(NAO, 2003).
Poplar Housing and Regeneration Community Association (HARCA) was
the first urban housing company to be established through the Estate Renewal
Challenge Fund, registering with the Housing Corporation in March 1998.
The neighbourhood of Poplar is one mile west of the City of London and
immediately adjacent to the Canary Wharf development, sponsored by the
London Docklands Development Corporation. Stock was transferred to Poplar
HARCA (PH) following three ballots: Spring 1997 (1,830 units); 1998 (2,500
units); 2001 (200 units). PH was created by the London Borough of Tower
Hamlets and the majority of its employees, at least initially, were also
transferred from the council. PH’s housing stock is likely to grow as part of
London Borough of Tower Hamlet’s transfer programme, Housing Choice. PH’s
existing housing stock was built from the 1930s to the 1960s by the London
County Council, Greater London Council, Poplar Borough Council and the
Borough of Tower Hamlets. The PH estates are widely distributed and there are
a large number of leaseholders in the area.
The key challenge for Poplar HARCA (PH) has not been declining housing
demand but manageability. Key issues at the time of designation were antisocial behaviour and estate management.
PH has seven key objectives:
• encourage and development investment in Poplar;
• develop genuine partnerships;
• develop successful and effective neighbourhood and housing services;
• make Poplar safe;
• encourage a culture that promotes ideas from local people;
• fulfil people’s potential through education and training;
• resource maximisation.
PH has secured an Estates Renewal Challenge Fund (ERCF) dowry of £54
million plus £91 million of private finance. Annual rent income is about £12
million.
PH’s community regeneration budget is £1 million per annum. This is
raised from rent income. For the first three years this was the product of a £2
per week per tenant supplement, this has now been reduced to £1 with the
balance funded from other sources. Regeneration funds are distributed
between Bromley by Bow Centre and other estate-based neighbourhood
centres (see below) on a pro-rata basis. Each estate has a HARCA centre which
is a multi-purpose building used for youth activities, training, health education,
childcare, care of the elderly, English language tuition, literacy and numeracy
training, sports and leisure activities, etc.
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A key partner of PH is Leaside Regeneration, an urban regeneration
company, was set up in 1999 by Tower Hamlets Council to drive forward the
area's regeneration. It was funded via SRB4 and covers north east of the
borough, specifically the areas of East India, Bromley, Lansbury, East Mile End,
and Blackwell. It is an arms length company, aiming to deal with regeneration
issues located between Mile End Park and the Hackney border in the south of
the borough. Leaside Regeneration was born out of SRB4 in 1997/1998.
Leaside regeneration also successfully bid for SRB6 monies for a programme
known as ‘Communities in Business’. There are, thus, major SRB4 and SRB6
funded regeneration scheme for Poplar plus Objective 2 monies for the Lower
Lea Valley. In addition, private investment is now being levered into the area.
The project delivery has included some physical issues and some training
issues.
Another key partner, the Bromley by Bow Centre (BBBC) is a community
organisation which runs a variety of projects in an integrated way - linking
health with education and enterprise, for example, or environment with
training and family support - to serve as a focus for that energy and ability and
so to help regenerate the area. The BBBC concentrates on neighbourhood
renewal at a small scale, and initially operated within a three-acre area from
1988. The Bromley By Bow Centre covers a three-acre site and offers over 150
activities every week as well as some 35 entrepreneurial developments. Some
of the activities offered now, include a community care facility, wide range of
arts projects, a community café, employment and training courses, a nursery,
a health centre, a newly restored park area, and arts, sports and youth
provision for local children.
PH is an active inter-organisational networker and has sought to develop
a role in managing neighbourhoods in the Poplar area that are outside the
estates for which it is the principal landlord. Accordingly, PH, in partnership
with Leaside Regeneration and BBBC, has established the Poplar Area Network
(PAN), which sub-divides the Poplar area into five discrete neighbourhoods.
Partners include the Metropolitan Police, SPLASH, Sure Start, Poplar
Partnership Excellence in Cities, Poplar Education Action Zone, and Tower
Hamlets College.
Part of the Central estates in Birmingham had been included in a
number of bids for funding, including Estate Action (for which part of the
Benmore Estate had received funds for physical improvement). Some of the
reaction of residents and their demands for greater action arose because of the
expectation that the Lee Bank Estate was the next in line for Estate Action
Funding when the Estate Action Scheme was terminated. The City had already
recognised the need for major upgrading and was obliged to look for new ways
of achieving this once the Estate Action Programme had ceased to exist.
Protests by tenants were the catalyst in decisions to find a way of
addressing the problems on the estates. These led to the city including the
estates in a bid for funds under the Estate Renewal Challenge Fund. The bid
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involved a very high level of investment in housing and a smaller amount for
social and economic programmes to achieve a more balanced regeneration.
The programme involved demolition, refurbishment and new building of social
housing and, in line with the requirements of ERCF transfer of the city council
housing to a housing association. The programme was developed with strong
inputs from residents and the new landlord organisation (Optima Community
Association) was a registered housing association and Charity with a Board of
15 including seven tenants, three councillors and five independents. The
realisation of the regeneration of the estates also involved land disposals and
new private sector residential and commercial development. This would
produce a modern mixed tenure estate and the receipts from land sales were
to be reinvested within the area and add to the resources for regeneration.
With support from residents the city was successful in the application for
funding under the Estates Renewal Challenge Fund. Very generous grant
funding from central government was conditional on stock transfer and the
agreement of residents. A ballot to approve or reject the transfer and the wider
regeneration ‘Offer’ was carried out in July 1998 and the residents voted in
favour. The stock as a whole was transferred to Optima Community Association
in 1999 following a process of consultation and negotiation of over 12 months.
Optima Community Association was charged to deliver the major programme
of refurbishment and regeneration.
The policy approach being adopted in the Central estates reflects the
nature of the area and the development of central government policy. The
ERCF programme dominates the physical and property related investment
activity which will take place over some ten years. In addition to this ERCF
includes regeneration funding which is being used for a variety of social and
economic activities to supplement mainstream programmes. Nevertheless
mainstream programmes for housing and new property development dominate
the financial budgets.
The strategy for the estates relates to the city’s general agenda around
competitiveness and an expanding city centre. The Central estates in
Birmingham are very close to the ICC and related developments which were
strongly supported by EU funding. The Symphony Hall, the ICC and the NIA
are all very close at hand and could be seen as cultural developments. Most of
the analysis would suggest that these City Centre developments have not had
a direct beneficial effect on the lower income households living in the central
estates. Nevertheless the development potential of the area and the
involvement of private developers is associated with the opportunities arising
from the expansion of the city centre and successful city living strategies.
While residents’ involvement and the problems on the estates are one key
driver of the strategy the opportunities associated with city centre location are
another driver.
The funding for regeneration comes from ERCF but also from this wider
city strategy and from private developers. One of the major elements involved
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is a development agreement between Optima Community Association,
Birmingham City Council and Crest Nicholson plc. Crest Nicholson successfully
bid for the role of lead developer for a major part of the estate and the
agreement involves their guaranteeing minimum and additional works within
the area.
3.4

The Blair government 1997 to present

National Strategy for Neighbourhood Renewal
The National Strategy for Neighbourhood Renewal (NSNR), the product of a
consultation process led by the Social Exclusion Unit (SEU) that spanned the
first term of the Labour government (SEU, 1998, 2000, 2001), represents an
important element of the government’s response to increasing social and
economic polarisation in England. Between 1979 and 1995, the real incomes of
the richest 10 per cent of the population increased by 68 per cent while those
of the poorest 10 per cent declined by 8 per cent (SEU, 1998). This
polarisation manifests itself, it is asserted, in a concentration of deprived
households in ‘the worst’ neighbourhoods (ibid.). No definition of the concept
of ‘neighbourhood’ is offered, the NSNR takes the ward level to be the best
proxy. It is estimated that at least 20 per cent of the wards in England are
‘deprived’; that is, they experience levels of child poverty and worklessness
double the national average (SEU, 2000).
The Prime Minister outlined the objectives of the strategy as follows:
‘Our vision is that, within 10 to 20 years, no-one should lose out because of
where they live. We want to see people living in our poorest communities
enjoying the same opportunities to build a decent life which the rest of us
enjoy’ (DETR, 2001).
The NSNR is based on the premise that previous area based initiatives have
failed to address these problems effectively. The reasons cited for this failure
are numerous (SEU, 1998, 2000):
• Action on employment has been ineffective, with too much investment in
‘bricks and mortar’ and too little in people.
• Attempts to protect and involve local communities have been unsuccessful,
‘social capital’ has been eroded.
• The poorest quality public services are provided to those neighbourhoods
that are most dependent on them. In some instances area based initiatives
have simply, temporarily, disguised the inadequacy of core services.
• There has been a lack of effective strategy, with too many initiatives, too
many rules and too little cooperation. There has been inadequate emphasis
on building links beyond the neighbourhood, ‘joined-up’ working, and the
transfer of best practice.
The NSNR seeks to overcome these shortcomings in three ways:
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First, the NSNR involves significant local intervention to identify and act
upon the linkages within and between the key domains of employment,
housing, education, crime and health. The broad objectives are to produce
absolute improvements in outcomes in these domains in disadvantaged
neighbourhoods and to narrow the disparities that exist between these areas
and the rest of the country (SEU, 2001). The strategy is to be pursued, on the
one hand, through new area based initiatives (ABIs), and, on the other,
through mainstream programmes that, the NSNR argues, have not been
exploited optimally in the past. The most important ABI is New Deal for
Communities (NDC), launched in 1998. NDC is a partnership based ABI that
seeks a holistic approach to regeneration through a focus on the five key
themes of the NSNR listed above. In this respect, the NDC is a fairly orthodox
ABI, not dissimilar to programmes of the Major administration such as City
Challenge (Tiesdell and Allmendinger, 2001). The NDC provides 39
neighbourhoods (areas of 1,000 and 4,000 households) with £30 to 60 million
each over a ten-year period. The NDC programme represents a paradox in that
it is the first policy outcome of the NSNR consultation process (SEU, 1998) but
it lies outside the prevailing logic of the NSNR, which emphasises
improvements to mainstream public services. It is this emphasis that
represents the biggest difference between the NSNR and traditional ABIs of the
past three decades (Tiesdell and Allmendinger, 2001). Improvements are
sought to mainstream services through two mechanisms. First, a series of
Treasury enforced ‘floor targets’ requires, for the first time, government
departments and local partnerships to be evaluated according to their
performance in the most disadvantaged neighbourhoods (rather than to
national norms). Second, a new Neighbourhood Renewal Fund (NRF) provides
supplementary resources (up to £20 million per annum, but, typically, far less)
to 88 of the most deprived local authority areas. The NRF can be spent on any
activity consistent with the overall objectives of NSNR.
Second, the NSNR places a premium on rebuilding ‘social capital’
through capacity building initiatives, to enable local communities to help
themselves and to enable local people to participate in the decision making
process. The NSNR makes available new dedicated resources for this purpose
(Community Empowerment Fund, Community Chests).
Finally, the NSNR seeks to encourage ‘joined-up’ working through a
central focus in Whitehall, supported by new multi-departmental structures
(the Neighbourhood Renewal Unit or NRU); co-operation between GORs and
their regional partners to secure better regional co-operation; a new role for
Local Strategic Partnerships (LSPs) in policy coordination, building on existing
partnerships; and, a new emphasis on neighbourhood management to secure
greater coherence and responsiveness in localised service provision. The latter
is supported through 20 government funded Neighbourhood Management
pathfinders.
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The NSNR is closely linked to the Local Government Act 2000, which
provides local authorities with a general power to promote the economic, social
and environmental well being of the areas under their jurisdiction. In addition,
the act requires each local authority to formulate a wide-ranging Community
Plan in partnership with other service providers and in consultation with local
business and communities and to establish a multi-sector Local Strategic
Partnership.
The key themes of the London Borough of Tower Hamlets Community
Plan, entitled Improving Today, Shaping Tomorrow and launched in May 2001
are:
• living safely;
• living well;
• creating and sharing prosperity;
• learning, achievement and leisure;
• excellent public services.
These five themes also inform the Strategy for Neighbourhood Renewal
produced in response to the government’s National Strategy for
Neighbourhood Renewal Action Plan (see above). Tower Hamlets is one of 88
local authorities nationally in receipt of support (£23.9 million) from the
Neighbourhood Renewal Fund to support various local projects. In order to
implement the strategy, the local authority has divided the Borough into eight
Local Area Partnership areas (LAPs). Bow HAT lies within the Local Area
Partnership 5 area. This includes the Bow East and Bow West wards. In the
context of the Neighbourhood Renewal Strategy for Tower Hamlets, the Poplar
HARCA area lies within the Local Area Partnership areas 6 and 7. The former
includes the Bromley by Bow and Mile End East wards. The latter includes the
East India and Lansbury and Limehouse wards. The PAN areas created by PH
are not co-terminus with the LAP areas created by LBTH.
The Sustainable Communities Plan.
The Housing Market Renewal Fund (HMRF) was launched in April 2002
following the recommendations of the Empty Homes Select Committee (DTLR,
2002). The programme established nine Housing Market Renewal Area (HMRA)
pathfinder areas in the North and Midlands, which would receive extensive
funding over a ten-year period to tackle the problem of low demand at the
housing market (or sub-regional) level. The initiative is, therefore, aimed at far
larger geographical areas than individual estates, but there will be serious
implications for individual estates within the areas. In conducting their work,
‘the Pathfinders will bring key stakeholders together to develop strategic
approaches to tackling low demand across their sub-regions, and restoring
blighted areas to sustainable communities’ (ODPM, 2002, p. 4). The
Communities Plan (ODPM, 2003), was launched in February 2003. In addition
to detailing how the government plans to tackle the chronic housing shortage
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in the Southeast, it re-iterates its plans for tackling low demand in the North
and Midlands. It re-affirms the position of the HMRF as the Government’s
principal vehicle for tackling low demand, and sets out an initial funding
package of £500 million to 2005/2006.
An important aspect of the HMRA approach has been to set the policy
agenda at a wider level. The problems are no longer seen as estate based, and
have been located within a wider market context. The scale of area based
initiative shifted from the estate (three or four thousand properties) to the
market (150 to 200 thousand properties). Previous interventions outlined
above were essentially small scale, that is estate (or neighbourhood based)
based. There was little recognition that there was a tenure-wide or market
problem that was affecting what happened on estates. The analysis implicitly
identified failings of local management as the source of problems, rather than
some wider problems affecting the tenure as a whole, or market related
changes. The criticism of the small scale interventions that followed was
consistently, was that there was a danger that they simply moved problems
around by prioritising certain estates, putting additional resources into them,
and insulating them from some of the factors that made their management
difficult; it was impossible to achieve improvements in that estate. However
the consequence of this was that the pressures that had affected that estate
were simply diverted to other estates. Other estates began to see a greater
range of problems as a result. The failure to address these issues on a tenure,
or market-wide basis, simply achieved short-term gains at the expense of
other neighbourhoods. Once the increased investment of management and
other resources was withdrawn, the estates tended to revert back to the
situation that they had been in, reflecting the pressures on the tenure as a
whole, and the market position, as well as the particular circumstances of the
individual estate.
Whilst there may have been a move from estate based to market
approaches and from smaller to larger areas, the partitioning of policy
approaches and the lack of joined-up thinking remains. The Housing Market
Renewal Area programme has increasingly become open to criticism because
central government has wanted to perceive it as a housing programme. This is
because the programme emanates from the Office of the Deputy Prime
Minister and the spending line within the public expenditure system is a
housing one. Consequently there is a tendency to emphasise the housing
element within it, and it is not seen as legitimate to use the funding that is
available in relation to other areas of activity (e.g. employment, education,
crime, health, etc.).
A final element, which is worthy of note, is the extent to which the
Sustainable Communities Plan illustrates the extent to which policies are
becoming regionalised. The HMRA approach is restricted to the Midlands and
the North of England. In the southern regions of England, the equivalent area
based strategies are growth area strategies, designed to deal with housing
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shortage, and affordability problems being experienced because of the
pressure one the local housing stock from expanding population. To this extent
the factors, which are driving innovative approaches to council housing estates
in different parts of the country, are now seen to be different and to require a
different approach. The shift towards a larger scale and market based
approaches mean that the local administrative boundaries which have
dominated policy making, can be seen as a barrier to effective approaches and
a regional strategy and a regional framework for regeneration has become
more apparent, and is likely to become increasingly so in the future.
3.5

Conclusions

The philosophy, aims and activities that have characterised estate regeneration
programmes in England have undergone a number of changes in the past two
decades. These changes may be summarised as follows:
• Initially, the problems of estates were not interpreted in a structural social
and economic context. Accordingly, improved local housing management
was the key priority, as in the Priority Estates Project.
• In the 1980s, regeneration in Britain was dominated by a physically
deterministic property-led approach. Accordingly, programmes such as
Estate Action and Design Improved Control Experiment prioritised physical
‘bricks and mortar’ style housing regeneration.
• In the 1990s, a more ‘holistic’ approach, that sought to reconcile the social
and economic dimensions of the problem, was advocated by government.
Estate regeneration became incorporated into generic, area-based policies
such as City Challenge and the Single Regeneration Budget, which
addressed economic development, employment, ethnic minority needs,
crime, environmental improvements, and community infrastructure as well
as housing problems. Large-scale estate-based physical regeneration was
the exception rather than the norm during this period. One such exception
was the Housing Action Trust programme in which estates were transferred
from local authority control to permit major restructuring in only six
estates. However, despite the rhetorical emphasis on ‘holism’, professional
and departmental rivalries remain.
• From the mid 1990s, an estate-based regeneration focus was introduced, in
parallel with generic area-based regeneration policies, oriented around the
transfer of local authority housing stock to the housing association sector,
through programmes such as the Estate Renewal Challenge Fund and Large
Scale Voluntary Transfer. This permitted significant levels of private finance
to be secured for estate regeneration. These programmes also include
initiatives to tackle broader economic and social issues such as
unemployment and crime. This policy has been continued by the present
government.
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•

•

In the mid 1990s, much media and government debate focused on the
problems of the ‘worst estates’ (e.g. joy-riding, concentration of single
parents). The Labour government’s National Strategy for Neighbourhood
Renewal was launched in response to these pressures and seeks to address
problems related to employment, housing, education, health and crime in
the ‘worst neighbourhood, through improved planning and provision of
mainstream services.
There has been an important shift in the centre of gravity in intervention
from the local (estate or neighbourhood) level to the strategic (district,
regional) level.

Likewise, the organisation of policy and range of participants has changed over
time. The key changes may be summarised as follows:
• Estate regeneration policies in Britain are, typically, formulated by central
government, which also provides the funding, but implemented locally,
mainly by local authorities but also housing associations and NonDepartmental Public Bodies (QUANGOS). A defining characteristic of
regeneration during the past two decades has been the increasing array of
participants in the partnership-based process.
• The participant of local residents in estate management has been a priority
of regeneration programmes since the Priority Estate Project in the 1980s.
More recently, local residents have become involved to a greater degree in
the formal decision making process to regeneration programmes through,
for example, participation in the board and/or other representative forums,
pro-active tenants’ organisations such as tenants associations, and through
other activities such as ‘Planning for Real’. Attempts to involve local people
in estate regeneration have met with uneven success.
• During the past decade, the private sector has become an important player
in estate regeneration with the banking sector providing significant levels of
finance for housing renewal programmes following the transfer of local
authority housing stock.
• A key priority of government during the past two decades has been to
provide tenants with greater housing choice. In effect, this has meant a
diminution of the role of local authorities as landlords with little increase in
real housing choice as stock has been transferred en bloc to a new landlord,
such as a housing association or HAT.
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4

Housing and the built-environment

4.1

Bow HAT

The HAT Masterplan described the housing component of the programme as a
‘new start’, the objectives of which were (THHAT, 1994):
• the demolition of all the existing housing with the exception of a tower
block containing 130 flats, a sheltered housing scheme of 30 flats and nine
existing homes;
• the development of 1,097 new homes, of which 49 per cent are to be
houses with gardens;
• improvement of the remaining housing;
• the development of a further 60 homes as a mixed tenure scheme in
partnership with the private sector.
Household projections indicated that the HAT would need to provide
accommodation for 1,320 households. In addition, the HAT’s commitment to
housing families of existing tenants and single adults sharing with friends and
relatives necessitated the construction of a further 24 units.
The HAT was obliged to purchase additional land to make possible its
development plans, primarily to redevelop the area at lower density on a
traditional street pattern. Much of the additional land suffered from high levels
of contamination.
The key physical issues on each of the estates are outlined below:
Monteith (Pictures 4.1 and 4.2):
Clare House, a 22-storey tower block, containing 130 flats, was to be retained
at the insistence of the government. The block had been refurbished with
Estate Action resources in 1992:
• A public walkway was to be constructed alongside the Hertford Union Canal
and Victoria Park to provide access to these amenities for people other than
Monteith residents. It was also decided to concentrate new build of flatted
accommodation in this area to maximise the number of tenants with a view
over-looking the park.
• The Old Ford Road, which constitutes the southern boundary of the estate is
a major urban thoroughfare and, thus, required buildings of an appropriate
scale (i.e. flats). Old Ford Road is an important public transport (bus)
corridor and would, thus, provide the most suitable location for new build
sheltered housing.
• The proximity of Victoria Park meant that provision of open space was not a
priority for the Monteith Estate.
• Secure parking for residents would be provided through head-on and lay-by
spaces naturally over-looked by the housing stock and parking courts with
gated access form the road network.
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Picture 4.1 - New-built housing adjacent to Hertford Union Canal, Monteith estate

Picture 4.2 - New-built housing and Clare House, Monteith estate

Lefevre Walk (Pictures 4.3 and 4.4):
• The estate has a gas trunk pipeline running parallel to it. The prohibitive
costs of relocating the pipeline meant that the existing street pattern of
Lefevre Walk would have to be maintained;
• The estate was separated from an adjoining site acquired by the HAT by a
disused railway line;
• The eastern boundary of Lefevre Walk is the Blackwall Tunnel Approach
Road (A102M). This forms a wall or barrier and constrains new
development. It would be necessary to build new housing with gardens,
living rooms and bedrooms on the quiet (west facing side) with staircases,
bathrooms and heavily insulated windows and thick back walls on the east
facing elevation;
• The Bow Fire Station was located in the middle of the Lefevre Walk Estate
and the HAT would be obliged to seek its relocation;
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•

The estate would be provided with a substantial new open space, Lefevre
Square, within reach of all households.

Picture 4.3 - Demolition work, Lefevre Walk estate

Picture 4.4 - New-built housing, Lefevre Walk estate

Tredegar (Pictures 4.5 and 4.6):
• The re-development of the Tredegar Estate was constrained by a number of
barriers: Tredegar Road (north); a major railway line (south); and, a
disused railway line (east);
• The Masterplan provides for the provision of a new central square;
• The estate includes the notorious crime ‘hot spot’ Tom Thumb’s arch. The
plan provides for enhancements to this thoroughfare which provides access
from Bow Road to Roman Road, Tredegar Road and beyond.
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Picture 4.5 - Old housing stock, Tredegar estate

Picture 4.6: New-built housing, Tredegar estate

The HAT’s housing renewal programme started in spring/summer 1995 with
the demolition of a tower block on the Lefevre Walk Estate and multi-storey car
parks on Monteith and Lefevre Walk.
The initial renewal programme envisaged discussions with tenants on 1
to 79 Morville Street (Tredegar) about their re-housing options in January 1995
with a move to their new homes in October 1996 and demolition of their old
accommodation by February 1997. The development programme would be
completed with the demolition of Block H, Lefevre Walk Estate in October
2003.
The HAT’s first new homes were completed in September 1996. A
proportion of the housing stock was kept empty prior to HAT destination to
provide land for demolition and new build so that tenants would only need to
be moved once (i.e. directly into their new homes). There has been no
‘decanting’ typical of large-scale clearance schemes in England.
The HAT is providing new housing built to a higher standard than can be
achieved through Housing Corporation grants elsewhere. It has been argued
that this may be a consequence of the design of the HAT initiative. It was one
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of the first regeneration programmes to place tenants in a lead role. It is not
surprising, therefore, that they have prioritised their immediate housing needs.
By far the largest proportion of new build properties and three bedroom
properties. The largest has nine bedrooms and there are a number of four to
six bed properties. The HAT’s allocation property is more generous than
elsewhere locally. All adults of 16 years and above are entitled to a double
bedroom. HAT tenants are, therefore, perhaps privileged in a Borough, which
suffers from the highest levels of over-crowding within the UK; a product of the
Borough re-orienting its housing stock around the needs of smaller white
households prior to the period of immigration.
A number of tenants had exercised their ‘Right-to-Buy’ their home,
introduced in the 1980s Housing Act. As the local housing stock comprised
mostly flatted accommodation, earmarked for demolition, the HAT was obliged
to operate a leaseholder buyback scheme to ensure the smooth running of the
development programme. The HAT, thus, offered to buy back the properties at
market prices and leaseholders were offered a tenancy. Alternatively if they
could realise the equity in their homes and move, this was acceptable. In
addition, the HAT operated a Cash Incentive Scheme for those tenants that
wish to forfeit their tenancy to buy a home on the open market. This provided
grants of, in the first instance, up to £22,000. Take up of right to buy within
the new build stock has been quite low as discounts are not generous and
property prices elsewhere limit mobility.
The designation of the HAT essentially ‘ring-fenced’ the estates. There
were no new allocations to the area following designation. This means that the
demography of the estate has been ‘frozen’ during the past decade in contrast
to the remainder of Bow and Tower Hamlets. The HAT community has not
changed very much since designation. The communities on the estates are
very similar to those that existed before. The position of the HAT outside the
Common Housing Register means that the past decade has seen considerable
physical renewal but very little social renewal.
The HAT has operated a generous allocation policy towards ‘hidden
households’ within its existing tenant base. It has tried to re-house as many
hidden households as possible. There was, previously, very little housing
available for tenants’ children. The HAT has sought to keep families and
communities together, and has seen re-housing hidden households was one
way of keeping young blood in the area. This is a contentious issue in the
context of the acute levels of housing need that exist in Tower Hamlets.
However, these new tenancies are a very small proportion of overall lettings.
There has been a small number of Assured Short Hold Tenancies (ASHT), often
to key workers, in stock earmarked for demolition. These will lapse when the
blocks are demolished. The majority of new lettings in the past decade have
been the result of direct applications to Old Ford for ASHTs and not from
hidden households.
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This situation will end at the end of the HAT programme (2004) when
Old Ford will join the Common Housing Register and receive nominations from
the local authority. The London Borough of Tower Hamlets now operate a
choice based lettings system.
4.2

Poplar HARCA

The London Borough of Tower Hamlets (LBTH) had succeeded in securing
Estate Action, DICE and Single Regeneration Budget (SRB) funds but need
outstripped local resources.
The key issue at the time of HARCA designation was the ‘manageability’
of the housing stock. This was related to issues such as benefit dependency
and anti-social behaviour rather than demand or supply side issues related to
the housing stock. Indeed, it has been suggested that the decision to designate
the HARCA in those estates where it operates was related to maximising the
number of housing units that could be improved using the Estate Renewal
Challenge Fund grant. Some estates in the area with more profound structural
problems (e.g. Leopold) were specifically excluded from the HARCA’s stock in
the first instance. The HARCA’s development programme has been primarily
refurbishment rather than demolition based.
Funding was sought through an ERCF dowry and additional private
finance secured by PH.
The original housing stock had a negative value of £53 million. ERCF
rounds one and two brought in £54 million. PH secured loans from Abbey
National (£69 million) and BNP Paribas (£22 million). Private finance was easy
to secure given high level of demand for housing in East London.
The physical regeneration programme was completed within four years.
Some 10 per cent of the stock has been demolished, to be replaced with 500
new homes. The balance has been refurbished to give it an extended life of 30
to 50 years.
The physical investment included the following internal and external
improvements: new kitchens and bathrooms; central heating up-grades; door
entry systems; new front doors; pitched replacement roofs; double-glazed
windows; replacement or refurbishment of lifts; improved entrance areas;
repainting and brick cleaning. Additional environmental works on the Burdett
and Lincoln estates have included the installation of an underground refuse
collection system.
New-built housing (237 units) has replaced large blocks on the Aberfeldy
estate (Pictures 4.7 - 4.12).
Housing development programme was implemented in partnership with
East Thames Housing Group. ETHG did most of the physical work so PH could
build up its competence in community regeneration. There is a shared
ownership scheme under construction in partnership with the Boleyn and
Forest Housing Association (a subsidiary of ETHG).
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Rents have increased incrementally, unlike many similar landlords (e.g.
Optima) that had one large one off increase following refurbishment. Increased
have been limited to RPI plus £2.25 for six years.

Picture 4.7 - Aberfeldy estate

Picture 4.8 - Bow Bridge - Coventry Cross estate
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Picture 4.9 - Burdett Estate

Picture 4.10 - Lansbury Estate

Picture 4.11 - Lincoln Estate
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Picture 4.12 - Teviot Estate

Apart from the housing renewal programme, the major physical
regeneration programme locally is the Limehouse Cut Regeneration
Programme is a £1.4 million project, funded through Leaside Regeneration's
SRB6 programme, to regenerate and improve the 1.5 mile Limehouse Cut. The
scheme is led by British Waterways London and supported by Leaside
Regeneration and Lea Rivers Trust. It aims to make the Cut a safer, more
accessible and exiting place for all members of the local community. The UK’s
first floating towpath was opened on the 10th July 2003, on the Limehouse Cut
Canal. The innovative floating towpath has been installed under the busy A12
Blackwall Tunnel Northern Approach so that visitors to the canal will no longer
have to enter an intimidating subway or cross a busy road to get from one side
of the bridge to the other. The scheme will be of particular benefit to local
residents who currently have to cross the busy A12 to get to Tesco or Three
Mills on the other side. Mark Blackwell, British Waterways London's Limehouse
Cut regeneration project manager, said: ‘The floating towpath is a really
important addition to the Limehouse Cut. One of our aims at the start of the
regeneration programme was to improve access and this towpath provides a
crucial link between residents on one side of the A12 and amenities on the
other.’ The towpath is 242 metres long and two metres wide and is made up of
60 floating units. Colourful lighting has been installed in the pontoons and
under the bridge to provide an attractive, safe and welcoming environment.
The mayor of London and ODPM have set a target of 25,000 houses to
be built in the Lower Lea Valley, which includes the Poplar area. Within the last
year, Leaside Regeneration has commissioned a study of the Arc of
Opportunity (an economic appraisal of the East side of the River Lea). The
Leaside Arc takes a crude analysis of the area to see potential issues or pitfalls.
It is the first time Newham and Tower Hamlets have worked together to
estimate the number of school places, GPs, the type and mix of housing that
would be needed, the tenure/size, social mix etc. This economic appraisal
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covers the whole of the Lower Lea Valley, not just Newham or parts of Tower
Hamlets. It set up strategic groups to look at health, education, housing across
both boroughs. Should the Olympic committee decide to go ahead with
London’s bid for the Olympics in 2012, Hackney dog track would be the venue.
The Stratford Development Partnership (SDP) in Newham and Leaside
Regeneration are looking at economics and shorter-term training outputs
rather than the number of houses built etc.
However, if the government’s targets for new homes and renewal in the
East End and Lower Lea valley are to be met, then there is a lot of work to be
done prior to it. The land is heavily contaminated due to its previous use as a
gas works but the extent of the contamination is not known. The area will need
major investment from the government and the EU. Ailsa Street opportunity
area is presently home to car wrecking and dumping sites. A joint venture
between LBTH and Leaside Regeneration of £10 million will start a programme
of land assembly and remediation as well as Compulsory Purchase Orders
(CPOs). But there is also a legacy left by bad neighbourliness, a sense of
isolation, fear of crime. Leaside are involved in remediation of these problems
and also helping change old land uses. The Office of the Deputy Prime Minister
(ODPM) have designated £450 million to the Thames Gateway, which also
includes Poplar, but though there is lots of land, there may well be a lack of
money as remediation costs are high and the area is huge.
4.3

Central estates, Birmingham

In the Central estates, the link between Local and National Government in
Estate Action Initiatives and the ERCF Initiative are most prominent and these
are central to the developments on the estate. Regeneration activity in the
Central estates is focussed around housing, including the demolition of
obsolete and poor stock and the creation of a wider tenure mix. The latter also
involves creating a new community association to deliver the ERCF
programme. The programme involves radical changes in the built environment
and tenure structure. Some 900 former council flats and maisonettes are being
demolished and new development includes 250 new social rented houses and a
further 200 flats. The addition of some 1,200 private houses and flats will
transform the tenure structure and the appearance of the area. A new urban
park is the centrepiece of the development and high density housing otherwise
replaces the 1960s towers in the park.
Part of the estate had been included in a number of bids for funding,
including Estate Action. Part of the Benmore estate benefited from Estate
Action funding in the early 1990s which was used for cosmetic physical
improvement of some units. However it failed to address the main housing
problems of the estate, or any of the social problems which were evident in the
area. The reaction of residents and their demands for greater action arose
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because of the expectation that the Lee Bank estate was the next in line for
Estate Action funding when the scheme was terminated.
As outlined in Chapter 2, the feeling of neglect by the city council
amongst tenants was a catalyst for the current direction of the housing policy.
Direct action by some tenants and a the ensuing embarrassment felt by the
city authorities prompted action to be taken on the five estates in the form of
bid to central government for funding under the Estate Renewal Challenge
fund. With support from the residents the city was successful in its application.
A grant of £47 million (€70 million) over three years was conditional on a
transfer of ownership of the stock from Birmingham City Council to a new
registered social landlord. Optima Community Housing Association was created
for this task with a board of 15 members, seven of whom would be tenants - a
larger proportion than typical within RSL boards of governance. A ballot to
approve or reject the proposal of transfer and the wider regeneration ‘offer’
was carried out in July 1998 and the residents voted in favour. The stock was
transferred to Optima in 1999 following a process of consultation and
negotiation over 12 months.
Housing has been the dominant element of the regeneration strategy of
the Central estates. Housing policy has focused on a threefold strategy:
• refurbishment of existing stock where it is assessed that the dwellings have
a demand and can be brought up to the central Government’s Decent
Homes’ standard;
• rationalisation of stock and reconfiguration of the estate layout to make the
area work in terms of demand for property, function of the estate.
• tenure diversification to:
- provide the conditions to attract a wide range of residents to the estate
and aid regeneration;
- ensure that residents who live on the estates have the opportunity to
realise their housing aspirations whilst remaining part of the community.
Refurbishment and rationalisation has meant considerable disruption to the
residents of the area. A large number of tenants have been, are or will be
expected to ‘decant’ from their properties into temporary accommodation.
Housing managers have approached this with caution, anticipating problems in
the process. However, to date, this process has been running smoothly.
Tenants have been offered a permanent move to an alternative if they were
not willing to be decanted, yet in the majority of cases tenants have chosen to
move back to the Central estates.
The regeneration of the Central estates should not be seen in isolation
from the other initiatives taking place in the city. The strategy for the estates
relates to the city’s general agenda around competitiveness and an expanding
city centre. Most of the analysis would suggest that the city centre
developments such as Symphony Hall, the ICC and NIA, have not had a direct
beneficial effect on the lower income households living in the Central estates.
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Nevertheless the development potential of the area and the involvement of
private sector developers is associated with the opportunities arising from the
expansion of the city centre and successful city living strategies. While
residents involvement and the problems on the estates are one key driver of
the regeneration strategy, the opportunities associated with the city centre
location are another driver. Optima and Birmingham City Council have
recognised this potential by entering into a development agreement with Crest
Nicholson plc. and seeking the tenure diversification within the estates. Optima
and BCC together are the two main landowners on the five estates. Where
normally private developers would purchase the land in order to develop
housing, in the case of the Central estates Crest Nicholson have been provided
with a licence to develop but do not own the land. Crest Nicholson are enabled
to develop property for sale at a guaranteed commercial return, but they are
also engaged in providing new property for Optima to replace that which has
been developed. The terms of the development agreement seek to ensure that
profits made by the developer above the agreed minimum can be ‘taxed’ by
Optima and the City Council to ensure that there is a useable return for wider
regeneration purposes. Rented properties are indistinguishable from property
for purchase or shared ownership, sitting side-by-side in the same streets
(Picture 4.13).

Picture 4.13 - New-built property

This process of integrating the private sector and succeeding in
diversifying the tenure structure has been assisted by the rebranding of the
Central estates (Picture 4.14). The Lee Bank area of the Central estates is now
being marketed as ‘Park Central’, whilst the five estates are to exist as an area
known as Attwood Green. The rebranding is illustrated by the advertising of
the scheme and the presence of Crest Nicholson’s salesroom (Picture 4.15).
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Picture 4.14 - Rebranding of Lee Bank as ‘Park Central’

Picture 4.15 - Crest Nicholson’s Salesroom

4.4

Hodge Hill, Birmingham

In April 2002, Birmingham City Council’s tenants were asked to vote on a
proposal to transfer the housing stock to specially set up housing associations
which would undertake the ownership, management and refurbishment of all
council housing within the City. This represented the largest Large Scale
Voluntary Transfer (LSVT) programme to be attempted in the UK involving the
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City Council’s total stock of more than 90,000 dwellings. However, residents
rejected the proposal in a ballot, by a substantial margin.

Picture 4.16 - The Hodge Hill estate

Birmingham City Council’s housing Strategy for 2002/2003 was
published after the tenants no vote to transfer, so reflects the housing market
areas identified by the council for the creation of the potential housing
associations, which would have taken over the stock (in the event of a yes
vote). These housing market areas are based on common features, a series of
neighbourhoods and markets.
As such, these nine housing market areas have now been redefined
using the basis of devolution into the eleven constituency areas (this will be
discussed later within the chapter). Consequently, within the next year,
processes such as housing management will be focussed at a much more local
level than has previously been the case. This will of course necessitate a
complete attitudinal change by the council staff towards management issues.
Hodge Hill ward is located within the Eastern Periphery Housing Market
Area along with Yardley, Shard End and Kingsbury wards. These areas are
characterised by monolithic housing provisions, weakening demand as the area
is populated from within (isn’t attractive to outsiders) and an elderly
population.
Following the rejection of the LSVT proposal, the Independent Housing
Commission was set up by Birmingham City Council in May 2002 to look at the
future of Birmingham’s’ council housing. The Commission, headed by Anne
Power, aimed to find out what tenants and other interested groups wanted and
how the housing service could be improved. The Commission’s findings ‘One
Size doesn’t fit all’ were published in December 2002. Its title acknowledges
that what may suit one neighbourhood may not suit another. It did however,
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outline the need for radical reform of the Council’s housing service and
recommended the establishment of Community Based Housing Organisation
(CBHOs) to deliver the landlord services within a citywide framework. The
commission proposed the formation of 35 community based housing
organisations (CBHOs) over the next four years, to take on the landlord
function currently undertaken by Birmingham City Council after small-scale
transfer of approximately thirty percent of the stock. The CBHOs would
represent a radical change in the delivery of council housing management
processes and would be a vehicle for local autonomy enabling housing (and
eventually other services) to be run at a local neighbourhood level with strong
community participation. The CBHO would manage and maintain local council
housing and work with other organisations and council departments to tackle
wider issues such as the state of the neighbourhood, jobs, training, social
issues and so on. Each CBHO would have a board of management, made up of
local residents (council tenants, leaseholders and homeowners), council
nominees and independent support.
Significantly, the commission recommended proposals for two pathfinder
CBHOs as a precursor to a widespread devolvement of power from the council
to these organisations. The two pathfinders would pilot the development of
Community Based Housing Organisations in those areas and encourage all
other areas to initiate community consultation with a view to developing
CBHOs in all areas across the city within four years.
As such this model of housing management would enable local resident
involvement, a key recommendation being local residents (whether council
tenants, owner occupiers or local housing association tenants) would represent
half or the board, with the other half consisting of stakeholders and councillors.
The pathfinders will be developed alongside fundamental changes to
Birmingham’s housing service including the delegation of budgets and service
management to constituencies, the development of investment plans at local
levels and the creation of housing service delivery teams.
The council has subsequently accepted the principles and future
direction outlined by the Commission and is currently pursuing the
development of the two recommended pathfinder areas, one in Hodge Hill and
the other in Northfield as the CBHO pathfinders, alongside a wider plan of
devolution and reform. The CBHOs would be envisaged to maintain up to 100
percent of the repair and maintenance budget and 80 percent of the housing
management budget, once fully operational.
The Pathfinder is located across the Parliamentary Constituency of
Hodge Hill, which comprises the three wards of Hodge Hill, Shard End and
Washwood Heath. As such the stock consists of 3,000 council properties in
Hodge Hill, 4,400 in Shard End and 2,300 in Washwood Heath. The properties
are characterised as small terraced inter-war residential with little other
development across the ward of Hodgehill. The M6 motorway runs to the north
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of the ward and it is this physical barrier, which prevents the ward and the
estate from spreading further north. This area is dominated by tower blocks.
The Anne Power Report recommending the establishment of CBHOs
failed to recommend how these should be established, what powers they
should have and the investment opportunity/potential needed. Although it
provided the building blocks for a new form of management, it did not
necessarily pave the way in a coherent fashion.
The Power Report has also been criticised for failing to define the
procedures involved in the setting up of a CBHO, the investment needed or the
structures, which would need to be in place. It is Birmingham City Councils’
opinion that they already have CBHOs within the city prior to the Power
Report, in the form of Druids Heath Tenant Management Organisation, Optima
Community Association, Witton Lodge and Bloomsbury Tenant Management
Organisation, although these were not mentioned by the report.
The report elucidates on the variety of options open to Birmingham city
council tenants with regard to the CBHO process. As a result of the adoption of
Hodge Hill as one of the pathfinder areas by the Council, the housing
department have set about consultation with tenants with the aim of drawing
up a firm idea of how the future for Hodge Hill and its tenants will look. It is
worth noting that the potential devolution of powers is set within the context of
a complete reorganisation of Birmingham’s services and departments, enabling
total devolution and localisation of powers to the eleven constituencies across
the city (e.g. the housing budgets will be reorganised on a Parliamentary
Constituency basis, each of which contains three wards).
The Hodge Hill constituency, covers three wards and, as such, there are
definitive neighbourhoods and communities located within the constituency
each of which have different agendas and aspirations for devolved
management in their areas. The council have been working with tenants since
April 2003 and have, to date, held an introductory conference, appointed
tenants advisors, set up steering groups and consulted local residents. The
consultation has included home visits, events, surgeries, newsletters and
questionnaires. Consequently, four steering groups were set up, one in
Washwood Heath, one in Shard End and two in Hodge Hill-Bromford (in the
north near the M6) and Mirfield (in the south of the ward). It is now apparent
that three steering groups have similar ideas and aspirations so they have
taken the opportunity to work together as one collective group, whilst the
Shard End steering group continues to act alone. In mid November, the results
of the consultation and the work of the steering groups will be pulled together
into Statements Of Intent. These will include information about the
neighbourhoods in the pathfinder and what kind of CBHO the residents in each
neighbourhood want to develop. It is therefore, an inherently resident-led
process. If residents want information on stock condition, the council has
provided it. There is a willingness by the council and tenants to look at all the
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options available but there is perceived to be a need for quick wins, to keep
the momentum for change.
There are, at present, two forums within each constituency, the Local
Strategic Partnership which reports to the City Strategic Partnership and the
Ward Advisory Boards which allocate Neighbourhood Renewal Funding.
It is the basic premise of the CBHO initiative that consultation should be
the key component. The Housing Commission’s report recommended greater
say for residents in the management of their homes, so it is appropriate that
the council has to work in close partnership with local residents to work out the
type of CBHO which would be appropriate within Hodge Hill. BME Taran and
ACS Consulting were chosen to work with residents in the summer and autumn
of 2003, in order to find out what sort of organisation and what powers the
residents of the area want to improve their homes.
Birmingham has had a uneven history of housing management across
the city in recent years. Nine area-housing managers (corresponding to the
HMAs) across the city have had their jobs realigned with the constituency
boundaries (eleven in total). Carolyn Palmer-Faggan and Sheila Esphin in
Hodge Hill have undertaken the housing manager function on an interim basis,
along with three local housing managers (one per ward).
Although there have been four options presented to tenants regarding
the role, function and form of the CBHO (including the ‘do nothing’ option,
which is not really viable) there have, to date, been no concrete proposals.
There is not one CBHO model, but rather a range of potential options, which
can be broadly divided into three types of management: participative,
delegated and transferred:
Participative management: CBHO would not take legal responsibility for any
housing issues but a formal participative relationship would be developed with
the council which would result in local people and local managers setting local
priorities;
Delegated management: The CBHO would take responsibility for certain
aspects of service delivery for council housing including taking on parts of the
housing budget. Overall ownership would remain with the city council;
Transferred management: full responsibility for the management of council
properties will lie with the newly formed CBHO. Ownership will also pass to the
resident led organisation (see Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1 - Options for Community Based Housing Organisations in Birmingham
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Tenants expressed concern that CBHOs were another name for the
council putting off or delegating what they had done wrong in the first place.
There were concerns as to the financing of the CBHOs, particularly about
where the money is coming from to set up the CBHOs and improve services as
well as how these funds will be controlled. Participants were concerned that
devolution would lead to staff losses and resources might be wasted.
Participants also felt this was a watered down version of stock transfer and
questiones were raised regarding responsibilities for new-built housing. There
was initially a great deal of scepticism that this would work, or would improve
service delivery. However, on the positive note, participants felt localised
financial arrangements could provide more tenant control and enabling
increased tenant participation. There would be a better standard of living as
properties were being maintained leading to a better standard of health.
Tenants at this stage were not asked to demarcate boundaries for
CBHOs or to define roles or functions. This event was used as a tool for
enabling tenants to air their initial thoughts about the process. The conference
was successful in starting the process of developing CBHOs in Hodge Hill and
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gave participants and officers an opportunity to work together to identify key
issues for taking the process forward. Generally, participants were supportive
of CBHOs, but there were common questions and concerns. Participants were
not asked to make any decisions at this conference, as this would be
premature, the workshops instead focussing on initiating debate.
A newsletter informing residents about the proposals for the CBHO was
issued in September 2003, with the four community steering groups meeting
on average every two weeks to discuss what tenants want and how to move
forward with the proposals etc. A community questionnaire was issued within
the newsletter requesting feedback and was delivered to every home within
the constituency. The community consultants ACS Consulting have established
a website www.ourhodgehill.com to enable access to information, which may
be useful for younger tenants. Two community days have also been held with
food, music and games aimed at encouraging more people to participate in the
process and to act as an information aid to local people. Case study visits to
three community associations (Witton Lodge Community Association,
Bloomsbury Tenant Management Organisation and Eldonians - Liverpool) have
been conducted to provide a useful tool for residents engaged in the CBHO
process, to speak to residents in other areas that have seen changes in the
landlord services provided in their area and are now more involved with. An
exhibition bus has also toured the constituency conducting face-to-face
questionnaires with local residents on doorsteps and around the bus. The bus
held information inside it about the CBHO process and the consultation that
has occurred over the last two months. By the 4th of November the steering
groups will have drawn up a statement of intent, which will be a wish list for
properties within the area. The council will review this within the week, ready
for the next stage of consultations.
In October 2003, the council published the findings of consultation with
residents carried out in the context of the Housing Strategy 2003/2004. Key
findings included:
• 75 per cent of local residents satisfied with size of home;
• 40 per cent considering a move;
• 20 per cent to move in a year, 33 per cent move sometime in the next five
years;
• 66 per cent want to live in owner occupied housing;
• 40 per cent currently rent from Birmingham City Council;
• most chose to live here to be near family, friends, or have lived here all
their lives;
• price/cost of rent, central heating concerns;
• positive aspects: local/good shops; good neighbours; near to good public
transport;
• negative aspects: crime, litter/rubbish; a low proportion of residents agree
with the housing strategy for the area, consequently, interest to help
deliver or develop the strategy in this area was low.
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Previously the eastern wards of Hodge Hill and Washwood Heath have had
several attempts at rejuvenation, such as through the Fox and Goose Local
Action Plan, which aimed to revitalise the shopping centre, improve pedestrian
access and facilities for bus, car and cyclists, as well as identify a new site for a
retail development. The draft plan was sent to consultation with local residents
and focus groups in early 2001, after which in response to objections to the
draft the focus group commissioned further studies to assess the impact on the
area of a new food store and the subsequent increase in traffic.
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5

Employment and economy

5.1

Bow HAT

The Bow area suffers from a low skills base, few training opportunities, a lack
of economic viability, low educational achievements and few employment
opportunities. The skills shortage in the area is such that the (limited) work
available locally is often not suitable for local residents. Moreover, people
within the estates are not keen to travel to other parts of London or, indeed,
neighbouring wards for employment. Thus, despite the proximity of the Canary
Wharf and Docklands developments, local people have not benefited from
employment growth in the East London sub-region. The key barriers to people
finding work have, thus, tended to be people’s skills and transport issues.
The HAT’s four strategic objectives in economic development are:
• to increase job choice and provide training for residents;
• to enable residents to have more money in their pockets in the short term;
• to enable residents to access money that can be of collective benefit;
• to meet needs and maximise economic opportunities for those not seeking
or able to gain full time work.
The HAT is able to use its own activities in a variety of ways as a vehicle for
providing jobs and training. Apart from direct employment of residents, the
HAT has sought to exploit construction work through, for example, a Local
Labour in Construction project. The HAT also seeks to ensure that local
residents benefit from sessional employment, e.g. leafleting. The HAT provides
advice on benefit take up, energy efficiency, etc.
In its early stages, the HAT established an Employment and Training
Advice project and a Local Labour in Construction scheme. The Employment
and Training Advice (E3 Workplace) project ran weekly sessions on each of the
estates. A pilot Business Advice Centre was established in September 1994.
This worked in partnership with the Princes Youth Business Trust and East
London Small Business Centre.
Since 1998, Bow People’s Trust (BPT) has been the de facto delivery
agent for community and economic regeneration projects, on behalf of the
HAT. BPT’s Employment and Training service helps on average 75 people
access jobs a year, by assisting with preparation of CVs and application forms,
interview technique, plus specific vocational needs including: computing; basic
skills (literacy and numeracy); English for Speakers of Other Languages
(ESOL); writing and DJ skills. BPT also runs a free job brokerage services for
local companies that seeks to match job seekers with employment
opportunities. People’s skills have been improved via the projects run at BPT.
People are much more involved in projects; attendance is by Bengalis and
Somali speakers; some classes are mixed sex classes although now BPT runs
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single sex classes to cater for Asian women. The BPT Employment and Training
service has links to Hackney and Docklands Employment projects both
charitable organisations with the aim of finding local jobs for local people.
Another key project is a gardening initiative called ‘Growing Concerns’ which
employs gardeners who work on some of the gardens on the estates. They
design and build for private gardens as well, so it is run as a private social
enterprise. The HAT took the decision to loose their own landscape contractors
and to employ local people and consult with local people to see what the
wanted to happen to green spaces on the estates. The site is now the ‘British
Waterways Board Land Garden Centre’
Old Ford have set up a skills training programme called ‘Youth
Construction Training’ as well as other initiatives such as employing ‘Youth and
Community Initiatives Officers’ who work with schools.
The main shopping area in Bow is Roman Road and its market. This has
been characterised by physical decline in recent years and does not, generally,
meet local shopping needs adequately. Accordingly, a town centre manager
has been appointed (and in Chrisp Street, Poplar), using £90,000 of
Neighbourhood Renewal Fund resources.
5.2

Poplar HARCA

There is little accessible employment in the Poplar area. Local people lack the
necessary skills in the area in order to tap into the opportunities locally.
Underachievement in schools and Tower Hamlets colleges is high, attendance
records very low. Long-term unemployment has a big impact on some areas.
Some phenomena discussed in the area are not actually real, e.g. the E14
(postcode) stigma. However, in reality BBBC consider that people are not really
discriminated against just because of their postcode. It is more likely because
they don’t have the skills necessary for the job
Jobs outside the area tend to be low paid and manual. Very few people
from Tower Hamlets work in Canary Wharf, so it has had a very minimal
impact on employment in the area. The BBBC maintains a link with Canary
Wharf et al. The premise is maintained that if there are people available for
work that don’t need skilling up then they should be found jobs in Canary
Wharf. There are areas of work in which Canary Wharf can tell BBBC to let
them know so they BBBC can design courses and training to skill up local
people for potential employment in Canary Wharf.
PH has a dedicated department with a senior officer at director level
responsible for social and economic regeneration. The community regeneration
strategy was informed by a 100 per cent door-to-door survey prior to transfer.
The mission statement of the Community Economic Regeneration Team is ‘to
work with local people to define and achieve their own financial and social aims
and to create an environment where they want to live’.
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Each PH estate has a Community Area Director (CAD) responsible for
community and economic regeneration. In partnership with Bromley by Bow
centre, CADs have formulated ‘Community Plans’ for each estate. The role of
the CAD has evolved into broader neighbourhood management.
Each estate has a neighbourhood centre, located adjacent to the local
primary school, and Community Area Director. Each area has a Community
Plan. This is based on a model initially developed by Bromley by Bow Centre.
Leaside Regeneration’s Community Economic Development programme
has encompassed a variety of projects, including; stand alone projects; some
funded community festivals such as the Lansbury 2001 celebrating 50 years of
the Lansbury estate; funding for smaller projects which give benefits to elderly
or youngsters and perhaps focus on the future of a specific area e.g. Water
works. The programme also delivers strategic funding encompassing youth
provision and training locally.
There are a number of Neighbourhood Renewal Fund supported projects in
Poplar. These include:
• Social Care Skills Training Project, which provide social care training to
unqualified Bangladeshi care works and unemployed Bangladeshi people
seeking work in social care. The project has a budget of £209,000;
• Becoming Economically Active, which provide training and employment
support in key sectors of the local economy. The objective is to assist 50
defined individuals into sustainable employment. The project has a budget
of £305,000;
• Health Workers Supporting Health Visitors, which provide training for 20
local people to work alongside health visitors and provides them with an
accredited qualification. The project has a budget of £60,000;
5.3

Central estates, Birmingham

Employment initiatives are not targeted on neighbourhoods but rather on
particular groups. There is an employment aid centre - Genesis, and a youth
project - The ER Mason Centre. These are funded through the local authority
but reflect national priorities. In relation to employment, there have been
conscious attempts to encourage or require major contractors to employ local
labour. This relates to the construction industry, but also, for example, to the
Estate Maintenance Programme. The community association itself has also
employed some local people. An increasing emphasis is placed on community
capacity building. This may partly reflect a fashionable pre-occupation but
there is also a view that the sections of the community who are not involved in
employment now are extremely difficult to reach. They have very poor basic
skills and in spite of the enormous expansion of job opportunities associated
with City Centre development and particularly the Bull Ring development, the
implication is that conventional employment initiatives are unlikely to reach the
remaining economically active but unemployed population.
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Apart from programmes related to basic skills, it is argued that issues
are about confidence, contacts, networks and other skills that can be
developed through community capacity building.
5.4

Hodge Hill, Birmingham

The Hodge Hill estate forms parts of the East Birmingham and North Solihull
Regeneration zone designated by Advantage West Midlands (AWM), the
Regional Development Agency.
AWM has designated six regeneration zones, which are to be the focus
of investment in economic, physical, and community regeneration in the West
Midlands region. The underlying principle behind the zones is the linking of
areas of opportunity and need through sub-regional spatial frameworks that
transcend local authority boundaries. It is estimated that some 70 per cent of
AWM’s investment will be concentrated on these six zones in future years as
many of its inherited commitments, such as Single Regeneration Budget
programmes, come to an end. They also provide a framework for the
investments by a range of public sector actors (notably local authorities,
Learning and Skills Council, Small Business Service, and European Structural
Funds Objective Two) with the aim of coordinating interventions and achieving
a higher impact.
The East Birmingham North Solihull Regeneration Zone is broadly
conterminous with the Eastern Corridor but covers some significant additional
areas:
• The zone also includes much of the city centre including all of the Eastside
district;
• It includes two wards to the north of the Corridor - Stockland Green and
Kingstanding - but does not include Castle Bromwich;
• It includes all of the Fox Hollies and Acocks Green wards to the south of the
Corridor but omits Sheldon.
The Regeneration Zone Board comprises representation from Birmingham and
Solihull councils, a range of public agencies including the Learning and Skills
Council, community/voluntary organisations, private sector interests, higher
education and AWM.
It is a potentially important new framework for spatial policy
intervention, given the additional competences and resources that the
government has granted to AWM since 2002. The overriding objective is to
support the major economic opportunities that are emerging at either end of
the Zone area (i.e. Birmingham City Centre and the Airport/National Exhibition
Centre complex) and to capture the benefits for its residents and communities.
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The Zone prospectus produced in 2001 states:
‘The challenge will be to ensure that local people and businesses benefit from
the investments that are taking place now and in the long term… the zone
strategy will have failed if local residents in some of the more deprived wards
of East Birmingham and North Solihull cannot benefit from new employment
opportunities.’
The detailed programme is outlined in the Zone Implementation Plan (2003)
with major products and initiatives grouped in four strategic pillars:
• Creating a Diverse and Dynamic Business Base;
• Promoting a Learning and Skilful Region;
• Creating the Infrastructure for Growth;
• Regenerating Communities.
These reflect the main pillars of the Regional Economic Strategy. The plan sets
out the priorities for AWM investment and a structure for coordinating these
with the initiatives led by a range of partner organisations. The intention is that
the Zone measures should complement rather than duplicate the activities
guided by the two Local Strategic Partnerships.
The majority of funding over the next three years is allocated to Pillar 3
activities, supporting a series of major development projects. Approximately
63 per cent of AWM resources and some 70 per cent of overall funds (including
those from public and private partners) are earmarked for this priority. The
emphasis of the Zone strategy in terms of hard resources is therefore strongly
biased towards the physical and economic dimensions of the regeneration
challenge.
The development investments that account for the majority of Zone
funding through 2006 are spatially clustered in three main areas:
Eastside Regeneration: support for a wide range of initiatives being led by city
council’s Eastside (i.e. Eastern boundary of the City Centre) team. The entire
programme is estimated to provide 14 - 20,000 jobs over a ten-year period.
Main projects include major sites to provide new high technology and creative
industries employment as well as education, leisure and tourism activities and
an extension of city centre functions (ie. offices, hotels, retail).
North A38 Corridor: provision of employment land for industrial and
commercial use with supporting infrastructure, to develop the area’s
employment base. This initiative concerns a large swathe of land broadly
following the route of the Heartlands Spine Road and builds upon the work of
the Birmingham Heartlands Development Corporation, which operated in
Eastern Birmingham during the early 1990s.
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Chelmsley Wood: longer-term potential for comprehensive restructuring of the
town centre and other part of the neighbourhood to include improved retail and
service provision (alongside a restructured housing market). This is likely to
take place through a dedicated public-private Regeneration Company and an
associated master-planning process.
Other areas highlighted for potentially significant investments include the
Digbeth area outside Eastside (the so-called ‘Irish Quarter’), Tyseley (industrial
re-development including a possible Food Park) and some existing but
vulnerable local centres to improve their retail and commercial vitality.
Much of the remaining elements of the Zone strategy reflect a concern
to assist Eastern Birmingham and North Solihull residents in accessing the
opportunities that are anticipated to arise from these economic developments.
A multitude of initiatives concerning skills/training/personal development,
community regeneration and business competitiveness is to be led by relevant
partners (notably local authorities, the Chamber/Business Link, Learning and
Skills Council, and voluntary organisations), with AWM support. These do not
have an overt spatial focus, apart from support for some vulnerable local
centres, but the intention is to relate these programmes as strongly as possible
to the major developments supported through the Zone.
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6

Safety

6.1

Bow HAT

Safety issues have been seen as important on the estates, with many residents
having a fear of crime, which is not necessarily reflected in the crime figures.
As a result, the Police are involved in community issues and hold a forum for
residents as well as attending the Neighbourhood Renewal Local Area
Partnership meetings. In addition, knife workshops are offered to local children
about the dangers and implications of people carrying knives and guns.
6.2

Poplar HARCA

PH has a zero tolerance policy for persistent anti-social behaviour. This has
involved actions including: seeking possession orders, lease forfeiture and antisocial behaviour orders; referrals to contracted mediation services, mental
health support, local authority Social Services; applications for court
injunctions, orders and undertakings.
PH works closely with LBTH Youth Service, Police (including PH subsidies
for Police overtime), Victim Support, Community Safety Unit, Social Landlords
Crime and Nuisance Group, Crime Concern.
A private contractor provides an estate ranger service designed to
counter act crime and anti-social behaviour.
Crime Concern has been commissioned to undertake research into a
community safety strategy for Poplar. Informed by this work, The Poplar Area
Network (PAN) Partnership community strategy has defined five major aims:
• reduce crime and anti-social behaviour by and against young people;
• decrease fear of crime and reprisal;
• tackle and restrict the substance misuse;
• reduce domestic burglary;
• build the capacity of PAN partnership to rescue crime and fear of crime.
A variety of Neighbourhood Renewal Fund supported projects are deployed to
achieve these aims. These include:
• Creating Safer Communities, which extends PH’s successful neighbourhood
‘ranger’ programme to crime ‘hot spots’ elsewhere in Poplar. The project
has a budget of £140,000;
• Poplar High Street and Tower Hamlets College Safety in the Community,
which provide for the installation of new Closed Circuit Televisions (CCTV) in
Poplar High Street and in the local college. The project has a budget of
£80,000;
• Poplar Youth Inclusion Programme, which aims to identify and engage 50
young people at risk of committing crime and disorder and provides them
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•

•

•

with alternative leisure pursuits such as football and cricket workshops. The
project as a budget of £307,800;
Drugs and Young People in Poplar, which provide outreach work to support
prevention and greater up-take of rehabilitation programmes. Some 400
young people have benefited to date. The project has a budget of
£293,400;
North Poplar Youth Engagement Project, which aims to engage young
people in making a positive contribution to the community through, for
example, local football teams, weekend activities, art, video and film
workshops, weight training, summer youth groups and outreach work.
Some 1,500 young people have been engaged to date. The project has a
budget of £47,5000;
Various small projects, including measures to remove abandoned cars
promptly from estates, to engage ‘vulnerable’ young people in community
filmmaking, local history courses, the arts, local football leagues, etc.

6.3

Central estates, Birmingham

There have been significant security initiatives. Optima Community Association
was successful in obtaining funding from Central Government over and above
the ERCF funding to employ neighbourhood wardens, both from the SRB6
funding, which covered the estates and a surrounding hinterland, and from the
Neighbourhood Renewal Fund.
Some of the ERCF regeneration funding has been used to meet half the
costs of a dedicated police officer to ensure close liaison between the
community and the police and a burglary initiative has formed part of the
regeneration task, particularly involving the provision of more secure locks on
doors and windows.
CCTV cameras have been installed throughout the area and improved
entry systems have been provided to blocks of flats. The concierge’s and CCTV
systems have been developed along with improved security to meet the needs
of high-rise blocks. These are generally regarded to have been considerably
successful, especially in the highest high-rise blocks.
6.4

Hodge Hill, Birmingham

The annual report for West Midlands Police 2001/2002 refers to the work
undertaken in the Stechford Operational Command Unit (OCU). This unit
covers the area stretching from Birmingham City Centre to Birmingham Airport
and the M6 motorway to the north, and the A45 arterial road forms parts of its
boundaries. Stechford OCU has four sectors at Stechford, Shard End, Sheldon
and Small Heath, serving a population of more than 145,000. A community
safety bureau has been established to deal with Neighbourhood Watch
schemes, domestic violence, schools liaison, youth issues, intelligence
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gathering, crime reduction, and vulnerable people. Specific areas of the city
suffer from different types of crime. The Glebe Farm area in Stechford has
been successful in identifying persistent problems of disorder, crime and
nuisance, in an area surrounding a local pub. A high profile operation was
launched to target the problems and identify witnesses, which resulted in
arrests and eventually the compulsory closure of the pub through the licensing
court. It has since been knocked down for redevelopment.
Tackling youth offending has taken on a multi task force approach.
Persistent offenders have been targeted. Much work has also been undertaken
in local schools to educate school pupils about the dangers they may face as
potential victims of crime. This has involved sector officer’s visiting school and
speaking to pupils about personal safety. This initiative has been particularly
successful in Hodge Hill. At Hodge Hill School, officers have been working
closely with staff to reduce anti social behaviour and crime. This has involved
maintaining a micro beat within the school itself, with the aim of promoting the
police service and bringing about a long-term understanding of the role of the
Police force.
The Community Safety Bureau also helps shops obtain planning
permission to improve the security of the premises, to tackle commercial
crime.
A Safer Neighbourhood Project was started in May 2002, run in
partnership with Birmingham City Council, West Midlands Police and Crime
Concern. The project is based in Stechford and covers Glebe Farm, Yardley and
Shard End. It has included efforts at tackling street lighting, security gates and
tree pruning in an attempt to improve the area, to make Hodgehill a safer,
more desirable place to live.
• The Hodge Hill Ward Advisory Board has set its priorities after consultation
with residents as being:
• improved street lighting;
• improving youth facilities;
• reducing crime and anti social behaviour;
• dealing with traffic issues;
• improving service on streets such as litter, pavements and verges;
• using CCTV;
• installing security gates.
In order to tackle these issues Hodge Hill has been awarded money from the
government’s Neighbourhood Renewal Fund. The fund is aimed at making
noticeable improvements to public services and improvements to people’s
lives. The fund is worth £883,000 over three years to the ward.
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7

Education and skills

7.1

Bow HAT

The educational achievements within the area are particularly low, and
consequently the skills within the area are low too. The choice of schools within
the area is seen to be poor; consequently many parents place their children on
waiting lists for schools in nearby Bethnal Green. The HAT cannot directly
influence or affect the curriculum within these schools. For example, Old Ford
Primary School has suffered from a bad reputation and record over the last few
years during which time it has had a problem with recruitment and retention of
staff and consequently an extremely high turnover of staff (almost 100 per
cent). Although the school was not classed as being on special measures (i.e.
needing close observation and support from OFSTED inspectors) it suffers from
bad attainment and attendance, leading it to be seriously weak.
That is not to say all educational establishments in the area deliver poor
services or a poor quality education. In recent years, the local boys’ school
(Bow School) has been particularly problematic. In the recent past, there has
been racial tension at the school and high levels of truancy. It now has the aid
of an active board, with Jackie Odunoye (Chief Executive of Tower Hamlets
HAT) and Ray Gibson (BPT) and the school has improved significantly, running
projects aimed at involving the wider community with the education of the
children. For example, a touring opera company went to the school last year;
DJ training is included as part of the options on the curriculum; there are video
projects; and SPACE studios as well as a local arts project have also become
involved with the school.
Bow Boys School is also the target of a number of Neighbourhood Renewal
Funded projects. These include:
• Accelerating Achievement at Key Stage 3, which aims to address the causes
of under-achievement and barriers to progress in targeted schools.
Provision includes full time home - school liaison workers, provision of
evening ICT classes for families and parenting classes, and literacy support
projects. The project has a budget of £434,000;
• Tower Hamlets Boys Schools, which is an action research project targeting
schools in danger of failing government targets. This includes an ICT
strategy to support raising standards at Bow Boys School. The project has a
budget of £25,000;
• Supporting GCSE Achievement at Bow Boys School, which, as its name
implies, is targeted uniquely at the Bow Boys School. Its objective is to
improve educational attainment of Year 11 pupils. The project involves
investment in academic mentoring, additional staff, ICT equipment and
books, plus revision classes. The project has a budget of £268,000.
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In terms of further or higher educational aspirations, there are very few
university applications from Tower Hamlets or the estates. There is a lack of
aspiration to want to go to school let alone college or university.
7.2

Poplar HARCA

There is a small Education Action Zone (EAZ) in Poplar. EAZs were established
in the Schools and Framework Act 1998 with the objective of raising standards
in schools. They were set up to allow local partnerships between schools,
parents, the community, businesses and local authorities to find radical
solutions to their problems. Each receives up to £1 million a year for at least
three years, a quarter of this from business partners. The aim was to raise
educational standards through partnerships in order to develop new skills,
experience and innovation. EAZs have generally been set up in areas where
there is a mixture of social deprivation and under performing schools. They are
both in urban and rural areas, wherever groups of schools want to raise their
combined educational standards. Zone initiatives focus on six main themes,
improving the quality of teaching, improving the quality of learning, social
inclusion, proving support to families, providing support to pupils and working
with business and other organisations.
Excellences in Cities Action Zones (small zones) are one strand of the six
key strands in the Excellence in Cities (EiC) initiative. They are designed to
address the educational problems of the major cities where standards have
been low for too long. They typically focus on the needs of a single secondary
school and its associated primary schools. They are based on the knowledge
that whilst some EiC areas are already benefiting from statutory EAZs, in other
inner city areas there is not always a natural cluster of secondary schools on
which to base a statutory zone.
There are currently 109 EiC Action Zones; each receives a grant of
£250,000 a year for a period of three to five years depending on progress.
They are encouraged to work with local businesses and any sponsorship they
raise is matched by the Department for Education and Skills up to an additional
£50,000 a year. The main emphasis of EiC AZs is on tackling deep-rooted local
problems in partnership with parents, local authorities, business and other
schools.
Tower Hamlets-Poplar EiC Action Zone, began in January 2001, and is
focussed on Lansbury Lawrence Primary School. This zone has seven
associated schools. These eight schools are working in partnership to raise
standards, expand horizons, offer new opportunities, create hope and help
build communities. Using government and private funding, these schools aim,
to develop and strengthen partnerships with parents, provide support to pupils
(creating continuity between primary and secondary schools), and enrich the
curriculum and people’s lives.
Its targets are:
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•
•
•

steady increase in parental attendance at school events;
teachers to identify pupils progress and areas of development;
to ensure vulnerable pupils show no signs of deterioration on transfer, with
50 per cent continuing any previous improvement.

The key external partners involved are: Tower Hamlets College, Poplar HARCA,
Sure Start, LBTH Local Education Authority, Citigroup.
The schools include: Lansbury Lawrence Primary School in association
with: Bygrove Primary School, Culloden primary School, Landgon Park
Community School (secondary), Manorfield Primary School, Mayflower Primary
School, Susan Lawrence Junior School and Woolmore Primary School.
There is a Neighbourhood Renewal Fund supported education project in
Poplar entitled North Poplar Education Programme. This project seeks to
improve school attendance and parental involvement. It has a budget of
£143,000.
Training provision in the area prior to the establishment of Leaside
Regeneration was indifferent. Some projects delivered, whilst others did not
and appeared to be training for trainings sake, as there were no strategic end
goals and no job brokerage schemes within the area, so clients could not see
any progression. Leaside Regeneration has already been nominated as
preferred partner for training etc in the area providing the housing choice
ballot is a yes vote.
7.3

Central estates, Birmingham

The educational agenda for the Central estates has been particularly
problematic. The area has been affected by educational policies implemented
by the City Council which do not benefit the locality. Through the 1980s and
90s the increase in decentralisation of control and the operation of parental
choice and the funding regimes associated with it have had a particular impact
on this area. The proximity to well established selective schools,1 including the
King Edward’s Foundations Schools, has tended to cream-off the middle and
higher income households in secondary education and reduce the local
demand.
There has been a difficulty in sustaining the local primary schools. One
has closed and two others have attempted to reinvent themselves - St.
Thomas’ and Lea Bank, now named Woodview. Woodview has recently
appointed a new Headteacher who is committed to improving the school and
making it work as part of the community. Under his guidance a bid was placed
to Sport England for funding for a new Sports Hall which would serve the needs
of the school nad the local community. Despite the failure of this bid , and the
loss of potential facilities for the estate, it is encouraging that this school is
realising its role in the local community.
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The local secondary schools have closed in succession. Those who do
not go to those selective schools which are local to the Central estates, now
have to travel to different places at some distance from the city centre. The
attempts to reinvigorate secondary education have failed. Falling school roles
are fundamental in this process but also parents choose to send their children
elsewhere, both at primary and secondary level, and this reinforces the low
reputation of local schools.
The participation of the Education Department and local schools in
cross-disciplinary neighbourhood initiatives and regeneration has proved
difficult and the schools’ often do not relate to their immediate neighbourhood
and do not see their functioning community terms. They are reluctant to seek
community use of facilities, even as basic as the use of school playing fields,
and are concerned about their reputation more widely. They may in some
cases see the local community as a problem in terms of maintaining their
reputation more generally.
In the tertiary education sector, good facilities do exist close at hand,
owing to the Central estates location within the city - the Matthew Boulton
Technical College, the College of Food, the South Birmingham College, and
even the University of Birmingham are close at hand, but it is not apparent
that these are widely used, although Matthew Boulton is often referred to.
Matthew Boulton is to relocate in the future to the eastside development in
Birmingham City Centre.
7.4

Hodge Hill, Birmingham

The birth rate in Birmingham has decreased significantly in recent years, which
has led to a decline in population in some areas of the city. This has had an
impact on local schools. Some other areas such as Shard End, Kings Norton
and Longbridge have seen a sharp fall in pupil numbers. However, a bubble
exists from Washwood Heath to Sparkhill wards where schools are continually
over subscribed, especially by children from black and minority ethnic groups.
In general, educational attainment improved across the city. However,
achievements are not evenly distributed. Some wards have a higher population
of risk than others. For example, at GCSE/GNVQ level, less than 35 per cent of
16 year olds in Kingstanding, Stockland Green, Washwood Heath, Hodge Hill or
Shard End wards achieved 5 A* to C grades, compared to over 65 per cent in
Sutton Four Oaks, Sutton Vesey, Hall Green and Northfield. Locally, Hodge Hill
School (Boys) however, is drastically under achieving. Just 17 per cent of
pupils achieved at least 5 A* to C grades, compared with the city average of
50 per cent. Hodge Hill Girls School fared slightly better than the city average
as 51 per cent of eligible pupils achieved 5 A* to C grades.
One of the government’s chief policies aimed at improving the quality of
education for young children is the Sure Start programme. Hodge Hill is the
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location of a Sure Start project, based at the Mirfield Centre in Lea Village. It
was a round 5, bid for the Birmingham East area.
It emerged from the Government’s Comprehensive Spending Review in
1997, which was established to look at public spending across all services to
take account the new Government’s priorities. The final report to the Cabinet
Committee contained a wide-ranging review of the state of services and made
a number of recommendations. The most important of which were, that the
earliest years in life were the most important for child development and that
the very early development was much more vulnerable to environmental
influences than had previously been realised.
As such the Sure Start Programme was proposed, to provide an upgrade
in the level of services to young children and their parents, involving
expenditure of about £200 million a year. Sure Start local programmes
represent a new way of doing things, both in the development of the policy and
in its delivery and is an attempt at joined up thinking that appears to be
working.
The programme offers:
• free part time early education for three and four years olds;
• at least 250,000 new childcare places by 2006 (with start up grants for
nurseries, child minders and after school activities);
• improving the quality of childcare provision (working with the Inspectors to
approve early education and childcare;
• making childcare more affordable (an extra £325 million available per year
to help with childcare costs through the Working Families Tax Credit);
• improving knowledge of service provision (local children’s information
services).
The centres are located where they are needed the most – in disadvantaged
areas to offer families early education, childcare, health and family support
with advice on employment opportunities.
By March 2004, 400,000 children will have had access to 524 Sure Start
local programmes across the country.
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8

Health and well-being

8.1

Bow HAT

A Neighbourhood Renewal Fund supported project, St Paul’s A New Heart for
Bow aims to create a ‘healthy living centre’ for Bow. This will include an
exercise centre, community hall, healthy eating café, and community art
space. The project has a budget of £250,000 and targets disabled people and
the elderly. It is led by the Church of St. Paul with St. Mark.
8.2

Poplar HARCA

There is a lack of basic health services in area, lack of referrals to hospitals or
specialists. Poplar has the highest number of amputees in London (due to
diabetes and circulatory problems, heart, stoke, cancer and diabetes rank
highly here). Bangladeshi men smoke twice as much as national male average,
even though they are not meant to smoke or drink. Many teenage pregnancies
among young married Bengali girls, sometimes only 16-17 years of age. Poplar
is a socially depressed area, high incidence of mental health problems.
In 1998 the BBBC building was named one of the first leading examples
of a Healthy Living Centre. The approach to health and regeneration involves
promoting health in its most holistic sense, offering pragmatic and integrated
approaches to health and social care services, resulting in close working
relationship with GP partners and primary care teams. The Bromley by Bow
Health Team now includes: complementary therapists, artists, community
nurses, GPs, gardeners, multi-cultural youth, family and community care
teams.
8.3

Central estates, Birmingham

There are local health initiatives. Some of these are funded through Optima’s
Regeneration Programme include:
• Sexual Health Project;
• Young Mother’s Project.
But there are high levels of long-term illness of depressive illness and of
sexually transmitted disease in the area, and the major weight of these falls on
the local health centres at Lea Bank and Benmore.
8.4

Hodge Hill, Birmingham

An ‘Exercise on Prescription’ programme is run in partnership with local
General Practitioners (GP) and nurses with local leisure centres within
Birmingham. Several GP practices within Hodge Hill are included within this
programme. It aims to encourage people to take up exercise. The GP or
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practice nurse refers a patient onto the ‘Exercise on Prescription’ scheme
where they complete a prescription card and arrange an appointment with the
patient with the local health and fitness advisor. The initial consultation at the
leisure centre will last for up to an hour and involves explanation of the
schemes, a talk about the patients health conditions, a talk about current
physical activity levels, an explanation of activities on offer, a tour of the
leisure centre and then a devising exercise plan. The Health and Fitness
Advisor is then available for the patient for the next twelve weeks, at this point
they meet again to discuss progress or problems and compare results, as well
as to discuss future exercise participation. A report is then sent to the GP.
The scheme is for people aged 15-74 who have some of the risk factors,
which can lead to coronary heart disease. This included being overweight,
smoking, high cholesterol, family history of heart disease, high blood pressure
or a very stressful lifestyle. Other people are referred to prevent osteoporosis,
to improve mobility, to help control diabetes or to help treat depression.
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9

Social aspects

9.1

Bow HAT

In March 1996, a refurbished Residents Resource Centre was opened on the
Lefevre Walk Estate. This provides a wide range of activities, including the
Parents and Toddlers Group, Leisure Group and Garden Project.
BPT also runs youth projects and holiday schemes for youngsters plus
an elderly Sunday club, which has trips and meetings once a month. Family
trips out of London will also be run, as car ownership is low in Bow.
There are a number of Neighbourhood Renewal Fund supported schemes
designed to provide new community space, for example Coxton Hall (£19,000).
9.2

Poplar HARCA

PH use regeneration projects to promote good race relations in a pro-active
manner. PH has an equal opportunities policy that informs all areas of its
activity. In September 2001, 50 of PH’s 141 staff were of a BME origin. Four of
the 18 board members are of a Bangladeshi origin as are 27 per cent of the
membership of estate boards. PH has an active policy to provide support for
elderly tenants.
There are very few problems with asylum seekers locally, as there are
so many ethnic people in area anyway. Generally nobody is labelled as being
an ‘asylum seeker’ or otherwise. There are some general problems with racial
tension but that isn’t between white and blacks or Asian people, but with
Bengali vs. Bengali gangs. Blackwall is close to a British National Party
councillor and have an estate with an active BNP female campaigner. So there
can be some problems locally, but not many so far.
However, people are very parochial, and territorial. People generally
identify with their own estate and will do everything on that estate. Will
generally not travel far from it (exception being to Chrisp Street Market).
9.3

Hodge Hill, Birmingham

The Neighbourhood Renewal Fund has been utilised in Hodge Hill for a variety
for different projects, the main ones being based around social activities and
sports activities. A multi-purpose sport facility based at Bromford Drive, a
feasibility study into establishing a permanent base for football clubs in the
ward at Brockhurst Fields, a bid to Sport England to create a football academy.
Other initiatives involve encouraging children to stay off the streets and
discourage anti social behaviour to create a safer neighbourhood. As such
there is a project in association with the Birmingham Wheels (go-karting,
biking) project aimed at youth diversion as well as the purchase of ‘decks’ for
creative uses.
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10

Governance, organisation, involvement

10.1 Bow HAT
For the past decade, Bow HAT has had formal responsibility for the
regeneration of the three estates: Lefevre Walk, Monteith, and Tredegar. It has
sought to achieve some of its objectives in partnership with its successor
organisations: Old Ford (housing development) and Bow People’s Trust
(community and economic development). More recently, as it approached its
exit date and government policy changes, the HAT has become involved in the
partnership-based processes of the National Strategy for Neighbourhood
Renewal. This has required the HAT to look beyond its constituent estates to
play a broader role in the Bow neighbourhood through the Local Area
Partnership 5, established by the local authority as part of its Community Plan.
Local residents have been involved in the decision making processes
related to the regeneration of Bow to a greater or lesser degree at different
stages of the process.
In the first instance, for example, the designation of the HAT was
subject to ratification through a ballot of tenants. This, perhaps, represents,
the ‘high point’ of tenant empowerment as the entire project is subject to their
sanction. In March/April 1993, tenants were balloted on the HAT proposals.
The turnout was 76 per cent, with 65 per cent of tenants voting for HAT
designation. The housing stock was transferred to the HAT on 31st March
1994. Residents also have the right to choose their landlord after the HAT has
ceased to exist. Overwhelmingly, they have chosen Old Ford Housing.
Local residents have been involved in the regeneration programme in a
variety of ways.
The key strategic decision-making body is the HAT board. This
comprises 12 appointed members, of who three are residents. There are four
sub-committees that cover the work of the HAT’s directorates: housing
management; development; community and economic development; finance
and administration.
On a day-to-day basis, community involvement was managed, initially,
through three Estate Steering Groups (ESGs) plus a Joint Steering Group (JSG)
comprised of members from the three ESGs. This structure evolved into Estate
Forums where residents and staff could discuss key issues plus a HAT Forum.
In April 2000, a new forum, TML, which represents Old Ford tenants on the
three estates, was established.
Local residents have been extensively consulted about the detailed design
of their new homes. In late 1992 and early 1993, the architectural practice
BPTW developed a set of proposals in consultation with residents. These
recommended the comprehensive re-development of the estate that implied a
return to the traditional street patterns that had existed prior to the
construction of the estates. It was argued that housing refurbishment could not
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address the fundamental problems of high residential density and poor housing
conditions and, thus, recommended the demolition of virtually all extant
housing stock and its replacement with traditional housing forms.
The HAT Masterplan was formulated by consultants, under HAT
supervision, with close involvement of residents. As noted above, tenants were
involved particularly in the deign stage of the programme. Exhibitions were
held in March 1994 and September 1994 to enable residents to comment on
the Masterplan proposals. Each of the HAT estates had a Design Sub-Group.
Consultation methods included: regular open meetings, regular resident design
group meetings, surgeries for consultations with architects, open days,
‘Planning for Real’ sessions, coach trips to existing housing schemes,
newsletters, comment books in estate offices, preference indicators ‘stick a
dot’ against options, ‘awaday’, questionnaire on the Masterplan. Of those
residents that completed a questionnaire circulated at the time, 75 per cent
expressed satisfaction at the Masterplan proposals, compared to 7 per cent
expressing dissatisfaction (THHAT, 1994). Residents were involved in choosing
the internal layout of their homes, including fixtures and fittings and colour
schemes in kitchens and bathrooms. Residents also had a say in external
appearance of the home, including street layout.
The HAT programme, thus, prioritises the needs and aspirations of
existing tenants. Many of these were resident in the Bow area at the time of
the construction of the estates in the 1960s. This was a period when public
consultation and engagement were uncommon.
The HAT had its own in-house team of community development workers
when it was first set up. Over the years, that function and department has
transferred to BPT. The HAT has always been a cash rich organisation. A
community development trust such as BPT has to apply for funding via
European Social Fund, etc. The HAT will be leaving money as an endowment to
BPT in trust, the resources of which will be generated through the sale of
surplus land. BPT and Old Ford will then have to apply to the trust for funding.
Other groups in Bow will also be able to access the money too.
The East End of London has a well-developed community and voluntary
sector infrastructure, particularly that related to the relief of poverty. Much of
this is partly a product of the philanthropy of the Victorian age and is
concentrated, in particular, in the west of Tower Hamlets. There is a general
paucity of faith, community and voluntary sector organisations in Bow. Much of
the community activity within the HAT estates has been housing-oriented. This
is, perhaps, not surprising as poor housing has been the driver for the
regeneration of the estates and local organisations, e.g. tenants’ associations
have prioritised this single issue. The three estates have a joint tenants
association called TML, which meets once a quarter. TML has reduced its
general level of activity, perhaps because its immediate housing needs are in
the process of being satisfied. There is a problem with integration on the
estates. It is difficult to secure the participation of some minority ethnic groups
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(e.g. within TML). This is especially true of the small Asian communities on the
estates.
10.2 Poplar HARCA
The housing development programme was implemented in partnership with
East Thames Housing Group. Other key partners include, as noted, Leaside
Regeneration (an Urban Regeneration Company) and Bromley by Bow Centre.
Tenants are involved in the regeneration programme and neighbourhood
management in a number of ways.
All ERCF programmes are subject to ratification by a ballot of tenants.
Three tenant ballots were held prior to transfer. The first, (Lansbury North,
Lincoln North, Burdett) had a 66 per cent turn out and 72 per cent yes vote.
The second took place the following year. The third ballot failed. A small group
of tenants joined PH independently in 2001.
The PH board has 18 members. These comprise five LBTH nominees,
seven residents (six tenants and one leaseholder) and six independents
(including one from ETHG).
PH developed a comprehensive framework for community involvement
in November 1998. A Community Involvement Support Team has been
established and is funded, partly, by the Housing Corporation’s Community
Training and Enabling grants programme.
Each estate has an Estate or Area Board, each of which nominates
representatives to the Joint Estates Panel, which nominates seven
representatives to the PH board. Estate Boards are responsible for dealing with
immediate local issues, e.g., housing management and community
regeneration, and have sub-committees and working groups for this purpose.
Each estate Board has 20 full members, including a proportionate number of
tenants and leaseholders and these have a two year term of office. All
residents are eligible for election. The Chair and Vice Chair of the boards also
reflect the tenure split locally. Some 27 per cent of the membership of estate
management boards are from BME groups compared to more than half the
overall population.
The Joint Estates Panel is the main strategic body for local residents. Its
purpose is to consider issues relating to the services provided by Poplar
HARCA. The Panel comprises 12 tenants and six leaseholders. The Housing
Corporation (2001) reported that the Estate Boards and Joint Estates Panel
have not met on all scheduled dates due to lack of attendance and other
factors. Tenants satisfaction surveys indicate increasing participation rates in
estate management: from 7 per cent in 1999 to 50 per cent in 2001. Tenants
were less satisfied with opportunities to get involved in 2001 (52 per cent)
than in 1999 (72 per cent) but more satisfied with the extent to which their
views were taken into account by PH: 52 per cent in 1999 compared to 60 per
cent in 2001. PH performs better on this indicator than LBTH but less well than
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HC comparator group (although most members of this are not located in
disadvantaged areas). PH produces a monthly newsletter in English and
Bengali called HARCA Life. PH recognises that traditional representative
democracy is of little relevance for many members of the community who have
no history of attending meetings with agendas. Turn out in local elections is
very low.
10.3 Central estates, Birmingham
The role of residents remains key to the overall development of the Central
estates and especially to the activities required by Optima Community
Association. Nevertheless it would be wrong to suggest that the whole
community was involved or even wholeheartedly supported the activities
taking place.
Although the housing led element in regeneration is the most obvious
element, it would be wrong to characterise the policy approaches as unidimensional. There are a wide variety of initiatives of different scales and
different costs. Some of these are not well integrated - for example, the
schools do not participate to any considerable extent. Otherwise the
establishment of Optima Community Association has provided an important
focal point and organisational base for regeneration initiatives. The close
working relationship of the City Council has also facilitated developments and
the strong involvement of residents’ organisations in the Stock Transfer
Process and, perhaps to a lesser extent, since then have also been important
elements.
There are a series of mechanisms which are designed to ensure
coordination of these different initiatives, and many of them do involve direct
resident participation. It is fair to argue, however, that the fact that these
procedures exist does not ensure either that all of the agencies involved use
them, or that initiatives are fully coordinated. One of the unusual elements of
the Central Estates Development is the fact that there has been a five and
more year regeneration and Property Development Programme. This is a
relatively long-term and sustained approach, and because it has spawned its
own organisational form, it may be more consistently sustained than would
otherwise be the case.
The Community Association has been tasked to deliver a package of
activities, and is less likely to be diverted or taken over by changes in control
or policy fashion than would have been the case had the responsibility rested
simply with the local authority or the regeneration being handed over to the
private sector. The fact that the procedures and organisational structures exist
also does not mean that there are not considerable conflicts, and it would be
wrong to imply that participation was either full or uncomplicated. The
numbers of people becoming involved in different participatory and governance
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arrangements is often small and a similar group of people tend to be involved
more often than others.
At the same time, there are some real divisions within the resident
community related to age, employment status, where people live, whether
they are tenants or leaseholders, political and personal antagonisms, and a
range of other elements. It is more appropriate to regard the community as
fractured than to assume that there is a common interest in regeneration or a
particular package of activities. The lessons emerging from this, however, are
to set more realistic sights in terms of community participation and
empowerment, coordinated policy-making and delivery, and a variety of other
factors.
10.4 Hodge Hill, Birmingham
Birmingham City Council is devolving some of its powers to eleven
Constituencies Committees (these correspond to Parliamentary Constituencies,
for each of which a Member of Parliament is elected) and re-organising many
local services in to Constituency Offices, each with a Constituency Director.
During 2004, each constituency will develop its own service plans. Councillors
and council staff will work with local residents, the health, police, and fire
services and voluntary and community organisations to produce a Community
Plan for the area. The aim of the changes is to provide council services which
will respond quickly to local needs; create opportunities for local people to get
involved in running their local area and their local services and to provide a
more streamlined and effective strategic authority for the city.
The council has been keen to improve local involvement and provide
local access to services since the mid 1980’s when Neighbourhood Offices and
Neighbourhood Forums were established. Later, the Local Involvement Local
Action programme established Ward Committees and Advisory Boards and
appointed officers to support local activities. Birmingham is sub-divided into 39
wards, for each of which three local councillors (Members of Birmingham City
Council) are elected.
Five strategic directorates: Resources, Development, Social Care and
Health, Learning and Culture and Local Services will be established. However,
the housing service will remain a stand alone department for a period of time
sufficient for the implementation of the Independent Housing Commission’s
proposals noted above. At the end of this stage, there will be a full move of the
housing strategic service to the strategic Development Directorate and full
movement of the landlord roles to the Local Services Directorate and to the
CBHOs at a neighbourhood level. The Commission’s recommendations called
for a strategic centre to the housing department which had an enabling role
rather than a controlling role, which allocated resources rather than managed
resources, set standards and performance monitored and supported further
change at the constituency and neighbourhood level. The Housing Department
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has been identified as a high profile neighbourhood service, which would form
part of the initial phase of devolution to constituencies. Central to this is the
devolution of housing services to constituencies, which builds on local housing
models and ensures improve local service performance and delivery.
In the context of the council’s commitment to devolution in its entirety
and pertinently, the programme of housing devolution to CBHOs in the two
pathfinder areas, targeted effort and energy is being focussed on building
community capacity, so that residents can shape their preferred management,
investment and ownership options for the area. The housing management
function would become a constituency function within a constituency structure,
with increased devolution on repair issues and accelerated support on business
and improvement plans. As a result of the Audit Commission’s latest reinspection of the repairs and maintenance service offered by Birmingham City
Council to its tenants, it is proposed to retain corporate direction for the repairs
service until a minimum standard is achieved. However, constituency teams
would have the right to influence the determination and delivery of stock
improvements within the council’s overall Capital Programme and Decent
Homes Strategy and would help shape the Housing Service’s asset
management strategy and implement it locally.
Hodge Hill ward was successful in bidding for Neighbourhood Renewal
Fund support, in order to make improvements to people’s lives and public
services. In order to achieve this, the fund encourages different public agencies
to work together to tackle common issues that concern local residents. The
fund is worth over £888,000 to Hodge Hill and approximately 84 per cent of
this has so far been allocated.
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11

Conclusions

Since the election of the Labour government in 1997, the philosophy behind
estate regeneration in England has moved towards seeking joined up
approaches and solutions. As central government has identified a wide range of
problems facing these estates, it has sought to involve all service providers in
delivering a coordinated response to often acute economic, social and physical
needs. However, the reality paints a different picture. Policy development and
implementation remains fragmented. In the majority of cases, housing
organisations are the lead partner in regeneration strategies for estates (Table
11.1).
Table 11.1 - Summary of shift in Regeneration Policy in England
Focus
Activity and budgets
1980s/ Housing: Local management, Not joined up,
Housing
- Activities around
1990s
physical
but housing
budgets
housing
problems,
focussed
management on
visible solutions
physical condition.
- Leadership focussed
on housing department/
organisation
Today

Joined up/ Regeneration
Holistic:
contextual look at issues in
the round

Not joined up,
lacking
some focus,
particularly on
housing

Many
resources,
budgets
remain
siloed

- Activities funnelled
through departmental
budgets and via other
(activity specific)
organisations.
- Often token extras to
suggest joined-upness.
- Confused leadership

The case studies presented here illustrate how estate regeneration
remains largely housing focussed, with the majority of noticeable deliverables
being delivered by housing organisations. Although coverage of issues is
assumed to be more comprehensive, they are not necessarily joined up.
Locally delivered estate regeneration in England is dependent upon
central government policy initiatives, funding opportunities and securing a
place on a relevant bidding round. With limited opportunities, local agencies
are encouraged to be innovative within strict constraints. The approach has
tended to encourage the use stock transfer and new single or special purpose
vehicles in selected estates to secure the required financial input, both from
central government and the private sector. Whilst at first innovation within
these limitations may appear perverse, our case studies demonstrate how
similar situations have been addressed using similar policy tools but in varied
and contrasting ways.
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Significant differences exist between spatial programmes, such as
housing regeneration, and aspatial (i.e. mainstream) policies and programmes,
for example health, education and crime reduction, which inevitably have much
larger budgets than those of estate regeneration programmes. Effective holistic
regeneration requires the commitment of a wide partnership of agencies and
service deliverers, and in essence requires the bending of mainstream budgets
to bolster services within the regeneration area. As estate regeneration has
remained largely housing led and focussed, other service deliverers have been
more reluctant to engage in this process. Without the full engagement of
stakeholders, resources cannot be fully exploited, reducing the effectiveness of
regeneration.
Within estate regeneration policies and programmes, community
development and participation are desirable inputs and outcomes, yet in the
main they remain an aspiration. Because of the compact timescales involved in
delivery of regeneration, for example in proceeding from option appraisal to
tenant ballot in stock transfer, and the limited resources available, local
agencies are unable to deliver these effectively. In the majority of cases
authorities opt for the most expedient, the cheapest or easiest option which
fulfils the necessary criteria to secure central government approval and the
release of funding.
In England there is an unresolved debate about the clients and
beneficiaries of regeneration programmes. Is regeneration about place or
people? If it is about place, is it merely about protecting the fixed investment
of statutory organisations (such as schools and housing) and, to a lesser
extent, other property owners? If regeneration is about people, are the
intended clients existing residents (as in Bow HAT) or potential future residents
(as in the Central estates)? If it is a case of the latter, is this implicitly a
process of unchecked gentrification at the expense of the former?
Finally, a shift in focus has taken place within regeneration policy
towards recognition of local housing market situations rather than distinct
neighbourhoods per se. The London case studies are located with a high price
and high demand housing market. Demand for social rented property is likely
to remain high and regeneration is geared towards ensuring a continued supply
of good quality housing. In Birmingham the housing market context is
different. With pockets of both high and low demand, the city has geared its
regeneration policies to capitalise on the surrounding context. The Central
estates benefit from their location within a city centre market geared towards
city living, enabling Optima to realise their tenure diversification objectives.
Hodge Hill is as a constituent part of the Eastern Corridor market areas, an
area of as yet unrealised economic regeneration opportunity with known social
and housing disadvantages. Birmingham city council is taping into the potential
offered by complimentary strategies in areas, recognising the need to tie
neighbourhood renewal and market area renewal into creating places that
work.
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Notes:
1

Selective schools are those which require an entrance exam to be sat by prospective students.
In some cases tuition fees can be paid instead of the examination.
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